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In this work numerical simulations were performed in order to study the effects of
surface roughness on the deflection of gold coated silicon cantilevers due to molecular
adsorption. The cantilever was modeled using a ball and spring system where the spring
constants for the Si-Si, Si-Au, and Au-Au bonds were obtained from first principal calculations.
The molecular adsorption process was simulated by elongating the natural bond length at
available bonding sites chosen randomly on the cantilever. Increasing the bond length created
a surface stress on the cantilever causing it to deflect. In all casesthestructurerefinementwas
performed by minimizing the energy of the system using a simulated annealing algorithm and a
high quality random number generator called Mersenne Twister. The system studied consisted
of a 1 micrometer by 1 micrometer portion of a cantilever of various surface roughnesses with
variable boundary condition and was processed in parallel on the ACEnet (Atlantic
Computational Excellence Network) cluster. The results have indicated that cantilevers with a
rougher gold surface deflected more than those with a smoother surface. The increase in
deflection is attributed to an increase in stress raisers in the gold film localized around the
surface features. The onset of stress raisers increases the differential stress between the top
and bottom surfaces and results inan increase in the deflection ofthe cantilever.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Cantilever based sensors are a promising technology for use as a wide variety of sensors
including biosensors. However, before they can be used in any commercial application, it is
important to understand and better control how they work. In this chapter a brief history of
cantilever sensors, how a cantilever is modified to become a biosensor, and a look at previous
work done in the area of adsorption of a self assembled monolayers on the thin gold film will be
presented. It is not the intention of this work to model the behaviour of a biosensor, but
instead to look at the surface stress effects related to the construction of a biosensor.
1.1 Micro-Cantilevers
Micro-cantilevers are small V-shaped or rectangular cantilevers (typically made of silicon
nitride (Si 3N4 ) or silicon (Si)) which are typically around 350 ~m in length, 35 ~m in width, and 1
~m in thickness. Micro-cantilever spring constants are typically in the range of 0.01-8.75 N/m
depending on the dimensionality. Due to this small spring constant, it has been found that
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micro-cantilevers are sensitive to changes in vibration, noise, humidity, surface stress and
temperature [1][2][3].
In order to be used as a biosensor the cantilever must be modified so as to be able to
detect target particles. However, modifying the micro-cantilever will obviously change how the
cantilever responds to changes in humidity, vibrations, adsorption, etc. For example, how will
the resonant frequency or deflection of the modified cantilever be changed upon exposure to a
change in humidity, vibration, adsorption, etc? This must be taken into consideration before
new sensors can be deployed commercially.
1.1.1 Development of Micro-Cantilever Based Biosensors
Originally micro-cantilevers were constructed to modify Scanning Tunnelling
Microscopes (STM) to allow for the measurement of non-conductive samples. This system
eventually evolved into the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
In 1994, researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratories in conjunction with researchers
at IBM realized that they could modify micro-cantilevers to become a new family of biosensors.
They found that by measuring the change in the resonance frequency of the AFM cantilever
that they could determine the change in mass of the cantilever withgreateraccuracythan
conventional piezoelectric gravimetric sensors.
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1.1.2 Construction of a Micro-Cantilever Biosensor
In order to create a biosensor the surface of a micro-cantilever needs to be
functionalized. Surface functionalization is the process by which one surface of the cantilever is
made to be physically, chemically, or biologically receptive to the specific physical phenomena,
molecule, compound etc to be detected. Functionalizing the surface is often accomplished
using a modified self assembled monolayer (SAM) that only interacts with the target molecule
to be detected.
In order to allow for the growth of a SAM, the sensing surface of a cantilever must first
be coated with a thin gold film. The deposition of gold on the silicon surface can be achieved in
a variety of methods such as sputter deposition or chemical vapour deposition.
Coating the cantilever with a thin gold film allows for the use of alkanethiol based
functionalized SAMs to be used. Alkanethiol based sensing layers are alkane chains, typically
with 4 to 12 methylene units, with a thiol terminal group at one end and a receptive end group
at the other. Thiol refers to a sulphur atom terminal group. It is known that sulphur has a strong
attraction to gold and will readily bond with it. Therefore it should be possible to use this strong
interaction in order to bond a SAM to the sensing surface of the micro-cantilever. This system
can be schematically seen in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Micro-cantilever based biosensor, here the thiol head group is indicated by the red
spheres, the alkane chain is represented by the yellow curls, the gold coating is in blue and the
silicon substrate is in grey
Once this SAM has been grown on the surface the micro-cantilever has been
functionalized and is ready to become a biosensor. The adsorption of this SAM on the surface
will induce a surface stress on the micro-cantilever, as depicted schematically in Figure 1.2. This
surface stress will cause a pre-bending of the cantilever before the target molecules have been
introduced.
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Figure 1.2: Functionalized Gold coated Silicon micro-cantilevers; (Foreground) adsorption of the
SAM (depicted here as purple spheres) on the surface has resulted in the deflection of the
micro-cantilever alkane chains removed for clarity. (Background) Un-deflected cantilever
system.
The amount of pre-bending of these cantilevers is a subject of some controversy in the
relevant literature. Some publications report that micro-cantilevers with rough gold surfaces
will have a larger pre-bend than their smoother counterparts, while others report they will have
a smaller pre-bend [4][5](6). In order to be able to determine the true deflection of a micro-
cantilever it is important to know the amount that the cantilever is bent before the experiment
begins.
The deflection of the micro-cantilever is measured by the optical beam technique
similar to that used in AFM. In the optical beam technique, a laser is focused towards the free
end of the micro-cantilever. The beam is then reflected from the surface (either top or bottom
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depending on the desired configuration) of the cantilever onto a position-sensitive detector
(PSD)[7]. A small deflection of the cantilever will affect the path of the reflected beam and
change the position of beam on the PSD. This enables the detector to determine the position of
the cantilever. This PSD can measure displacements on its surface as small as 1 nm; which
corresponds to miniscule deflections of the micro-cantilever [8].
1.1.3 Current Simulation Software
The majority of publications in this area usually use a commercially available modeling
software called ANSYS~ (discussed in detail in chapter 4) in order to model their cantilever
systems. It was found that in preparing for this work that ANSYS~ suffered from a few deflects.
These were the difficultly in creating the surface mesh atthecantilevers scale and the
determination of the bulk properties of the materials (directionally dependent). Based upon
these discoveries it was decided to design a custom piece of simulation software.
There exist very few computational simulations in this area based upon established
theory, most of the simulation data that exists is based upon ANSYS~ or other similar
commercial general purpose simulation software. Most depend upon the correlation of
experimental data with raw theory. Weissmuller [9], and Baskaran [101 are a few of the authors
that developed custom software for solving this problem, the exact computational methods
used by these authors is not reported. Therefore the simulation presented in this work is fairly




In a previous report by Godin et al. [4] it was found that the surface morphology had a
strong influence on the adsorption of alkanethiols on gold coated micro-cantilevers [4].
Roughness of the gold surface was found to significantly affect the magnitude of the induced
surface stress. It was found that for surfaces with a small grain structure experienced a smaller
surface stress as compared to a large grain surface [4]. This surface stress is responsible for the
deflection of the cantilever [3]. However other authors have found the complete opposite,
Mertens et al. [6] for example found that cantilevers with rough surfaces will deflect more than
those with smoother surfaces. Mertens found that the surface stress was actually increased as
opposed to decrease as observed by Godin [6]. However, some researchers, Desikan et al. for
instance, did not observe any significant increase in surface stress due to surface roughness [5].
Therefore there exists a large amount of contention on the subject of cantilever deflection with
a rough surface.
The adsorption of the SAM on the surface will result in a pre-bend to exist on the
functionalized micro-cantilever. This means that the cantilever is already deflected before
target particles have been introduced into the system.
Fora cantilever the surface stress can be calculated by the use of Stoney's equation
using either the deflection or curvature of the cantilever. The surface stress calculated by
Stoney's equation will be isotropic. The bend of the cantilever is not strictly circular, but can be
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assumed to be so, under the assumption that the deflection is much less than the length of the
cantilever (3).
Stoney's equation is dependent on the film thickness, and assumes a uniform film
thickness over the length of the lever. Changing the surface roughness should affect the
amount of stress on the surface; this in turn will change the deflection of the cantilever.
The motivation for this thesis was to answer the following questions. Assuming that the
SAM has bonded to every possible binding site how is the deflection of the cantilever affected
by the rough surface? How much pre-bending is to be expected? Would it be beneficial for the
gold surface to be atomically smooth, or would a rough textured surface be more effective?
1.3 Scope of Thesis
In this thesis, a 2d "ball and spring" model of a one micron section of a bimetallic micro-
cantilever (gold/silicon) with varying surface roughness is simulated. The numerical simulations
seek to determine the optimum configuration of the lattice based upon a Monte Carlo
"Simulated Annealing" technique.
Chapter 2 outlines the numerical model used in this simulation. This includes a
description of lattice model used. Then the concepts of stress and strain are defined. Stoney's
equation is then derived. This is the most accepted model for relating cantilever curvature to
surface stress. Since Stoney's equation is the lowest order approximation for the curvature, a
more modern theory based upon Timoshenko beam theory is also presented. The concepts of
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Monte Carlo simulations and simulated annealing are then presented. These are the numerical
methods used to determine the minimum energy of the lattice.
Chapter 3 outlines the computational aspects of the simulation, including the lattice
creation program as well as the control interface. The atom movement routine is then
presented, as well as the concept of the variable boundaries that are used in the simulation to
mimic a much larger system.
Chapter 4 presents the results generated by the simulations,explainsthe results, and
shows how surface roughness is connected to the magnitude of the deflection of the cantilever.
Chapter 5 contains a brief discussion, conclusions of this work and recommendations for
future work on this subject.
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Chapter 2 Numerical Model
In this chapter the numerical model will be presented. This will include a description of
the model, as well as a derivation and modification of Stoney's equation to relate the change in
the curvature of the top and bottom surface of the cantilever. Following this the model inter-
atomic potential is outlined, as well as a description of the computational models used to
determine the minimum lattice energy.
2.1 Ball and Spring Model
One of the models that can be used to study the properties of a crystal lattice is the so
called "ball and spring" model. Here the atoms within the lattice are assumed to be balls or
hard spheres that are connected to each other by means of ideal springs. The atoms are
assumed to interact only through these springs, with all other atomic interactions ignored. The
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spring constants have been determined by others in our group by means of ab initia
calculations using Gaussian1.
The model normally only connects an atom to its nearest and next-nearest neighbours,
and assumes that any interaction beyond that point to be small and un-important [11). A
sample simple square lattice is shown in Figure 2.1. This model is commonly used to simulate
surface stress and compressive loading [11)[12).
Figure 2.1: Spring Lattice Model. Atoms in blue are connected by means of ideal springs.
'Gaussian is software developed by Gaussian Inc. for electronic structuremodeling.
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2.2 Stress and Strain
The idea of surface stress was first proposed by Josiah W. Gibbs in 1906. He defined
surface stress as "the amount of reversible work per unit area needed to elastically stretch a
pre-existing surface" [13] . Stress then is a measure of the internal resistance of a material to
the distortion caused byan external load.
The stress on an object is given by its stress tensor
(
UXX Uxy UXZ )
U = uyx Uyy uyz
UZX uzy UZZ
where (lapis the stress associated with the a plane along the f3 direction.
0"1J9 O"r6>(O"rr
Figure 2.2: Cylindrical stress on a planar surface
In the case of the modeled cantilever system this stress tensor is best rewritten in terms
of cylindrical coordinates (see Figure 2.2) allowing the stress tensor to be written as:
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The modeled system is planar, therefore any stress that is out of plane is zero leading to a two
dimensional stress tensor
Referring to Figure 2.2 the valuesCTrrand CTer must be zero, sincethe only stress in the system is
applied along the 8 direction, therefore the only non-zero element of the stress tensor is CTee.
Strain is a normalized measure of distortion representing the displacement between




where I1L is the change in the length of the object and La is the original length of the object.
Here the change in length for a deflected cantilever system will be the change in length of the
cantilever for a fixed radial value.
Plotting stress versus strain yields many properties of a material. The curve varies from
material to material. Figure 2.3 is a sample plot of a typical low carbon steel stress strain curve.







Figure 2.3: A is the Yield Strength above which the material is no longer Hookean, B is the
Elastic region, C is the Strain Hardening Region, D is the Necking Region, the spot designated by
the X is the rupture or fracture point, the transition point between C and D is the Ultimate
Strength.
If a material is still in region BofFigure2.3then its behaviour is considered to be
Hookean. Hookean materials when deformed will return to their original state once the
application of force has been removed, Le. the total strain on the object is below the yield
strength. Therefore any point below point A the material is still in the elastic region. Above the
yieldstrengththeStressStraincurvebecomesnon-linear,seeFigure 2.3,causing any
deformation to be permanent. Removal of the applied force beyond point A will not result in
the object reverting back to its original shape.
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ForanyHookean material the Stress (a) is proportionaltotheStrain (E) through
a= EE,
where Eis the modulus of elasticity of the material.
Upon substitution of equation 2.4 into equation 2.5, stress can be then written as
Again herethechange in lengthfora deflected cantileversystemwillbethechangein
length of the cantilever for a fixed radial value.
2.3 Stoney's Equation and Cantilever Curvature
The classical model for an isotropic thin film coated cantilever was published originally
in 1909 by G. Gerald Stoney. In that paper Stoney argued that the tension per unit area for a
thin film could be determined using equation 2.7. Given a is the tension per unit area and tis
the thickness of the thin film then,
fd E E( d2 )at= 0 ~(b-x)dx=~ bd- z '
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where r is the radius of curvature, E is the biaxial modulus of the substrate, d is the thickness
of the cantilever, and b is the distance from the film/substrate boundary to the neutral axis of
the cantilever [14]. (See Figure 2.4)
Stress in Film
2/3 d~ ~~ Stress in Substrate
1/3 d { ¥b--e;;.....;:,, ( Neutral Axis/Surface
Figure 2.4: Location of neutral axis and stress distribution according to Stoney's equation.
By using the condition that the sum of the moments of forces about the X-axis is equal
to zero allows the depth to the neutral axis to be calculated from
d
[~(b - x)xdx = O.




Substituting the last result into equation 2.7 gives [14]
The substrate biaxial modulus E can be rewritten as
E=~(l-vs)'
where Es is the Young's modulus, and Vs is the Poisson's ratio for the substrate [15].
Substituting equation 2.11 into equation 2.10 and rearranging results in
This equation relates the change in radius between the top and bottom surfaces to the
differential mechanical stress.
Equation 2.12 can be rearranged into the following,
Alternatively equation 2.13 can be re-written using the change in curvature, lJ.K,
t(l-vs)M=6~t1a.
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The curvature ofa cantilever can be related to the deflection of the free end by
substituting into the previous result yields the deflection of the free end of the cantilever as
2.3.1 Timoshenko Beam Theory
Stoney's equation serves as a simplistic method for looking at a thin film coated
cantilever. However, not all of the material properties of both the micro-cantilever and the thin
film are taken into account in the derivation of Stoney's equation. For instance the stress/strain
of the gold/silicon interface is not included in Stoney's derivation. Therefore to gain a better
understanding of the deflection of the cantilever it becomes necessary to look at the beam
theory proposed by Timoshenko in 1925 [16].
It has been shown by Yoshikawa that if a cantilever has been coated by a film that has
an induced isotropic internal strain (cf) then its deflection verses stress/strain is different as
compared to the accepted Stoney's equation. [17] However it will, under the assumption
that d» t, reduces to Stoney's equation.
Stoney's equation for the deflection of the free end of the cantilever (Llz) is,
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Where I is the cantilever length, Ve is the Poisson ratio of the cantilever, Ee is the Young's
modulus of the cantilever, and Clsurf isthe surface stress.
Yoshikawa used the conditions for equilibrium (forces and moments), and the balance
of strains on the cantilever/film interface to demonstrate that the deflection of a bi-Iayered
cantilever is,
31 2 (t+d)
liz (A +4)t2 + (A 1 + 4)d2 + 6td Ef
with
2.18
here Ef is the internal strain in the film, Ef is the Young's modulus of the film, wf width of the
film, We is the width of the cantilever, and vf is the Poisson ratio of the film [17].
HereEf can be replaced by,
where Clf is the internal stress (Clf = us;r!). Typically Stoney's equation is written in terms of
the surface stress, therefore equation 2.18 becomes,
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3l2(t+d) (JSUTf(l- vf)
!1z (A + 4)t 2 + (A-l +4)d2 + 6td t Ef '
2.20
Equation 2.20, relates the deflection of the free end of the cantilever with the applied
surface stress, without assuming that d » t. Applying the assumption, that d » t and We = wf
to equation 2.20, yields upon simplification, Stoney's Equation (equation 2.17).
2.3.2 Applying Stoney's Equation to the "Ball and Spring" Model
Equation 2.14 can be re-written in terms of the film modulus of elasticity and the
change in length by substitution of Equation 2.6 for the stress. Therefore Stoney's equation
2.14 becomes
where KT and Ks are the top surface and bottom surface curvatures, respectively.
SimilarlY,IlLTand llLB arethe changes in the length of the top and bottom surfaces as
compared to the original length. The change in curvature can be calculated by fitting a circle to
the points that define the top and bottom surfaces, and the changes in length can also be
similarly calculated.
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2.4 Modeling Interatomic Interaction
It is known that the energy between two atoms can be modelled by the Lennard-Jones
12-6 potential given by
where R is the interatomic radial separation between the atoms, Lspring is the natural spring
length of the spring, E isthedepth of the potential well and c'Lj isthe characteristic Lennard-
Jones length (typically the diameter of the smallest particle)[18]. A sample plot of the Lennard-
Jones potential is shown as plot C in Figure 2.5.
Whilethispotentialdescribesthedualattractiveandrepulsiveinteractionsbetweena
pair of neutral atoms or molecules, it also covers both of the long range and short range forces.
The nature of this simulation is not interested in long range interactions since the atoms within
the lattice are not expected to increase in bond length by a large amount. So it is possible to
use the most basic potential, this would be a simple harmonic.
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2.4.1 Simple Harmonic Potential
One of the simplest models of a crystal lattice can be constructed from the assumption
that the lattice system can be modeled as if all the atoms contained within the lattice are
connected through a set of imaginary springs. This model works sufficiently well enough that it
can be used to model simple crystal lattices without having to involve complex inter-atomic
potentials. This model works well in systems where the expected amount of bond stretching is
low, i.e. the equilibrium bond distance is very close to that of the stretched bonds. The atoms
located within a solid crystal are not expected to change their position to a great extent.
The potential between two atoms can therefore be modeled as a simple harmonic, and
is given the form
where the interatomic spring restitution coefficient between the two atoms is k IAS' Radius is
the interatomic separation ofthe atoms, and LSpring istheun-stretched natural bond length.
This potential can be as line "A" in Figure 2.5, and is favourable when it comes to computation
as it is faster to calculate as compared to the Lennard-Jones equation. This is a benefit as the
simulation will be running on a very large system, and should cut down on the total amount of
execution time.
Comparing the two potentials, both simple harmonic and the Lennard-Jones model (Line
C, Figure 2.5) it can be seen that the minimum for both potentials occurs at the same point and
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that the behaviour about this point is similar. However the simple harmonic potential has a
problem. While it models the regime around the critical radius well it does not model the cases
where the radius becomes small, the potential is finite for zero radius, and becomes infinite as
the radius tends to infinity. Therefore this potential needs to be modified to mimic the defining
characteristics of the Lennard-Jones potential. This can be done with the addition of a simple
scaling term,
Combining equation 2.23 and 2.24 yields the new potential of the system to be defined
This potential is shown as Line B in Figure 2.5 which shares similarities to the behaviour
of the Lennard-Jones model. As Radius tends to zero this potential tends to infinity, just like
the Lennard-Jones, and similarly as Radius goes to infinity the energy plateaus at a constant
value.
Computationally the potential given by equation 2.25 is faster to calculate then that as
given by equation 2.22, and applying the restriction on the simulation that the atoms will not
move by large amounts then the modified simple harmonic oscillator model is acceptable. If
indeed the atoms in the simulation move to a great extent relative to each other, then the
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modifications made to the simple harmonic potential will help it behave like the Lennard-Jones
potential.
Radius
Figure 2.5: (A) Spring Energy of individual lattice spring, plot of equation 2.23. (B) Modified
Spring potential that is used inthesimulation, plot of equation 2.25. (C) Lennard-Jones
Potential (Equation 2.22). The modified spring potential mimics the behaviour of the Lennard-
Jones potential whilst reducing the total number of calculations required since squared terms
are faster to calculate then terms to the 6th or 12th power.
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2.5 Lattice Spring Constants
The spring constants of the system were determined by others in our group using
Gaussian and can be found in Table 1. Gaussian reports the spring constants for each bond in
terms of the atomic units system; these can be found in column two of Table 1. The equivalent











Table 1: Coefficients of Restitution3
The spring constants of the springs that are determined to be along the surface are
assigned values that are approximately ten orders of magnitude larger than similar springs
located within the bulk. When a molecule is adsorbed onto the surface it will force the top gold
atoms to separate, this interaction is assumed to force and hold the atoms apart by a set
amount. Hence by setting the coefficient of restitution to be very large these springs then
'While not inSI units, these units are most commonly published for these values.
3 Determined by previous members of Dr. LucY. Beaulieu's ResearchLabGroupandwereprovidedattheonsetof
this project.
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behave more like rigid rods, then actual springs, when compared to the rest of the springs in
the system.
In orderto be classified asa surface bond a spring must be located on the top surface of
the gold film, it also may not have any spring that crosses it, and must start in the horizontal
position. Figure 2.6, shows an example ofthe bonds used in the simulation that will be used as
surface springs. These springs are considered to bethe binding sites, these are the locations
wherethethiolisexpectedtobondtothesurface.Whenathiolisadsorbedonthesurfaceit
will induce a surface stress due to the interaction of gold and thiol. The thiol will force the gold
atoms surrounding the binding site to separate. Therefore only these springs will experience
the induced stretch, the rest of the springs that are onthe surface but are not considered to be
a part of the surface springs or binding sites will be treated as if they existed purely in the bulk.
---vvv-. ---vvv-. ---vvv-.
• ---vvv-. • • •
• • • • • • •
• • • • • ~ • •
• • • • • • • • •
Figure 2.6: New and Remaining Surface bonds after removal of surface atoms
The spring constants inTable 1 are for the bonds that exist between the nearest
neighbour atoms within the lattice. However since the simulation considers both the nearest
neighbour and the next nearest neighbour bonds these coefficients need to be corrected since
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the springs between the nearest and next nearest neighbours will have different restitution
coefficients.
Figure 2.7: Forces between an atom and the nearest and nextnearestneighbours
In order to calculate these new spring constants the forces between the atoms are
needed to be considered (Figure 2.7). The lattice constant a, for a square lattice is determined
byfindingthevaluethatminimisesthetotallatticeenergyforthe entire rigid structure.
The nearest neighbour energy, given by -J1 = V1(a), is purely attractive and thusly allows for
atomic cohesion. The next-nearest neighbour energy, given by -12 = V2 (..f2a), can either be
moderately repulsive or moderately attractive depending upon the exact nature of the
neighbouring atoms.
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The total energy of an ideal rigid lattice can therefore be written as,
2.26
In order to determine the lattice parameter that results in the optimum lattice





Figure 2.7 shows the forces that are acting on an atom. To maintain the atom in
2.28
equilibrium, no external forces have been applied, the force between the atoms is such that
and
This change in the force is due to the elongation of the natural spring length of the
springs between the next-nearest neighbour atoms. This change is reflected in the reduction of
the next nearest neighbour spring constants.
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2.6 Monte Carlo Family of Simulations
The Monte Carlo family of algorithms utilize the repeated random sampling of a variable
in order to determine the desired results. Historically the name Monte Carlo is derived from
work done during the 1930s and 1940s on the Manhattan Project, many computer simulations
were performed to estimate the probability that the chain reaction needed for the atom bomb
to function would work successfully [19).
2.6.1 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm and Simulated Annealing
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm has its origins in 1953 through the work of Nicholas
Metropolis et aI., who were attempting to develop a model to calculate the properties of a
collection of interacting particles that obey classical statistics [20). This method was updated in
1970 by Keith Hastings, and has since become known as the Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
[21). According to classical statistics the probability of a system being in a state Ei is given by
where Z is the partition function, kB is Boltzmann's constant, TA is temperature and Ei is
the energy of state i.
Referring to the systems to be solved in this work, the number of possible microstates
makes the computation of the partition function in equation 2.30 to be practically impossible.
The Monte Carlo algorithm is able however to get around this, by sampling this microstate
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space randomly. This random selection can lead to problems, where the variable sampling may
miss important portions of the domain or are located very far away from the minimum energy
[22]. In order to avoid these problems the concept of importance sampling was integrated into
the Monte Carlo scheme to form a new technique[22]. The concept of importance sampling
states that instead of using a uniform distribution as proposed under the standard Monte Carlo
scheme, a biased distribution qJ is used where qJ is the collection of microstates that contribute
the most to the determination of the minimum energy [22).
Consider here two possible configurations, A and B. The probability that the transition
from state A to B will occur under the condition for detailed balance using the same definition
for temperature as detailed above is
The partition functions for both of these probabilities are the same and thus can be
eliminated, leaving equation 2.31. However, a system is not energetically isolated from its
surroundings, and may exchange energy with them. Here TA from equation 2.30 has been
transformed from representing temperature into a measure of how willingly the environment
shares its energy (TE = kBTAl. "Temperature" here now has units of energy. The greater the
"temperature", the more willing the environment is to give energy to the system; the smaller
the "temperature", the more influence the environment puts on having the system in a low-
energy state.
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In 1983, Kirkpatrick et al. began to examine methods to computationally solve the
"travelling salesman problem" [23]. This problem is classified as being an NP-hard problem
in combinatorial optimization. NP-hard problems are a defined complexity class of decision
problems in theoretical computer science that are intrinsically harder than those that can be
solved by a nondeterministic Turing machine in polynomial time. Solving this type of problem
would only be possible, in a finite time, on a computer that would allow for infinite parallelism.
The travelling salesman problem states that given a list of cities and their locations on a
map find the shortest possible route that visits each city exactly once. Kirkpatrick et al.
proposed to use a method of simulated annealing in order to solve problems of this nature [23].
Simulated annealing is not annealing but a computational analog to the process of
annealing that can be applied to large combinatorial optimization problems. It is then called
simulated annealing due to this similarity, and due to historical reasons the name has
remained. However, this technique falls under the much broader family of Monte Carlo
simulation algorithms.
Annealing is defined as the process in which a solid sample is heated to the point where
the particles are allowed to freely rearrange themselves into a random distribution. The system
is then allowed to cool at a very slow rate. To allow the particles to rearrange themselves into
the lowest energy state crystal lattice. The key steps here arethat the initial temperature must
be sufficiently high to allow for this free rearrangement and that the sample is cooled at a slow
enough rate to not inhibit the formation of the lowest energy lattice. Cooling at a rate that is
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too fast can result in the sample forming a higher energy lattice or leading to a non-optimum
configuration.
Similarly large combinatorial optimization problems can be thought of in a similar way
since the algorithm is searching for the lowest energy configuration or the best configuration
within a very large complex system. Simulated annealing seeks to find the deepest local minima
tothe starting position. 4
The algorithm is an application of a Markov Chain to sample configuration space to
determine the optimum configuration using transition probabilities [24). Here the configuration
space is defined to be the collection of all possible configurations for the lattice. A.A. Markov
proposed the methodology of looking at probabilities that occur in complex changing systems
to determine the most likely state that a system will have after a time that began in a particular
state [24)[25).
A simple four state Markov Chain is presented below in Figure 2.8, if it is assumed that
the system begins in state A, then after a period of time it has a 25% chance of now being found
in state C, similarly for state B, and a 50% chance of remaining in state A.
4 There is no algorithm for determining the true global minimum; however simulated annealing




Figure 2.8: Four State Markov Chain with transition probabilities
0.5
Now consider the problem of optimization of the positions of the atoms within a crystal
lattice. Given the configuration space set C = {C1, C2• C3• C4 , ...• C/ni • ... , Coo}, where C/n ; is the
initial configuration. The Markov process would seek to minimize the lattice energy by looking
at the transition probabilities associated with each of the configurations and would select the
highest transition probability and that would result in the most optimized configuration.
However, it is not possible to sample every configuration in this set. as it is unrealistic to




Figure 2.9: EnergyVS Configuration for an arbitrary sample lattice
Referring to Figure 2.9,thinkingaboutthe Markov chain that contains all possible
configurations of a crystal lattice, some configurations will have a lower energy than others. Let
the sample begin in state A. Now consider state B; its energy is lower than A so it is accepted
right away. The next state is C, whose energy is higher than B is clearly not a minimum and
typical minimization techniques will report that state B is the minimum energy configuration for
the system. However is B the best minimum that is possible?
The method of simulated annealing allows for the temporary and random jumping back
into less optimized states. Here the algorithm will hold onto position B and then temporarily
allow the transition to state C. The determination of whether or not to move to State C is made
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by the Markov chain probability between the two states. It is a random process whether or not
the transition will occur.
From Figure 2.9 is can be seen that stateCisata higher energy state then B,butthe
transition has been allowed temporarily to see if a better configuration can be found. This
random exploration of solution space around the current best configuration is the real power of
simulated annealing as it will allow for the transition from Cto D, and thus replaces B as the
new best configuration until it reaches the configuration at point F. The algorithm then will only
accept configurations of the lattice that are around the current one, and will ignore the rest,
and hence will ignore the bulk of configuration space.
Referring to Figure 2.9, why was State B chosen over State D? Under the random
perturbation of State A, State B was the first minimum value that was found and so was
assigned to be the best minimum. Why then was the decision made to randomly jump to state
C?
In this simulation the form of equation 2.31 becomes
p = e(Ecurren~-ETemp).
Equation 2.32 is the acceptance probability. This can also be seen in Figure 2.10, where
the current best is Ecurrent and ETemp is the energy of the new configuration. Here Ecurrent
can either be the value of the minimum or can also be the value of a temporary jump to a
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higher energy state. If ETemp < Ecurrent then the configuration is accepted as being better
since the acceptance probability becomes large.
If Ecurrent < ETemp and the value calculated by equation 2.32 is larger than a high quality
random numbers chosen in the range of zero to one, then the system moves into a temporary
higher energy state, this is how the transition from State B to C in Figure 2.9 is allowed to occur.
The Simulated Annealing algorithm is shown below in Figure 2.10. The value of T within
the algorithm controls the amount of solution space that the algorithm is allowed to explore.
This allows for the initial free exploration of the surrounding states from an initial state. Once
the "Temperature" begins to cool the amount of exploration that can be done decreases and a
solution to the problem is determined.6
5 A high quality random number comes from a long periodicity pseudorandom number generator with an even
distribution of generated points, such as MersenneTwister. RefertoAppendixAandB.
6 Refer to Appendix E,forthe Simulated Annealing source code
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Figure 2.10: Simulated Annealing Algorithm Flow Chart
2.6.2 "Cooling" Schedule
In the simulated annealing algorithm the value of the "cooling" variable is controlled by
way of a cooling schedule. The cooling temperature variable is analogous to the temperature
decrease that a system would experience if it were in an actual annealing process. There are
established schedules that are commonly used, and some problems require the creation of new
schedules.
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This simulation utilizes the simple cooling schedule, which obeys the equation
TNext = rTcurrent'
here TNextand Tcurrent are the next iteration "temperature" and the current iteration
"temperature". The value ofT controls the decrease in "temperature", which in this work was
set to 0.75. Under a simple cooling schedule this value can be in the range of 0.5 :::; T :::; 0.99,
and is dependent on the problem [26).
The initial temperature for the system is selected to have a value of three million
degrees (where temperature is in units of energy as detailed in section 2.6.1). This high
temperature allows for the free movement of the system into multiple high energy states
allowing the system to select the best starting point to cool the system from.
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Chapter 3 Computational Methods
In this chapter the methods used for the lattice creation, movement of atoms and
variable boundaries will be presented. These methods are incorporated into the program used
in this work to solve for the minimum energy for different systems of large numbers of
variables (-15 million). The systems studied in this work are approximately 1 micrometre long
by 1 micrometre high of silicon with varying amounts of gold. Firstly the initial lattice creation
program is described.
3.1 Lattice Creation
In order to be able to produce the input lattices required for the simulations an
additional program was designed to create the array of atoms including all the necessary atom
information required to complete the simulation. This program can be found in Appendix G.
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Silicon has a diamond cubic lattice configuration while gold is a face-centered cubic. The
silicon cantilever's top surface will be (001) therefore the selection of the cross section can be
made along the (100) plane, this will give a cross section for the silicon that can be seen in
Figure 3.1. The selection for the orientation of the thin gold film was made by rotating the unit
cell until the orientation formed flat layers. This orientation of the unit cell was determined to
be along the (111) plane. Therefore the model assumes that the flat layers of gold lie parallel to
the (111) plane.
Figure 3.1 is a sample representation of the lattice configuration that will be used in
each of the simulations. Gold is aligned on the surface of the silicon as to force the boundaries
to match on both the left and right.
Gold . ..........
. . . . . . . .. . ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
Figure 3.1 Gold Silicon Lattice, Silicon (blue), Gold (Red)
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This code takes as input the number of silicon atoms, the number of gold layers, and the
destination file name. Because gold and silicon have different crystal structures it is necessary
to optimize the position of the gold film on the silicon cantilever. The code alters the horizontal
lattice parameter of the gold film atoms until both end boundaries fit within the required
space. Modifying the horizontal lattice parameter of the gold film results in the slight
compression or elongation of the film as compared to its natural length. However, increasing
the width of the sample reduces the deviation of the horizontal lattice parameter from its
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Number of Silicon Atoms in X
Figure 3.2: Deviation in gold atom horizontal lattice parameter on silicon substrate
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The determination of the deviation in the horizontal lattice parameter of gold is
calculated using the interface of the silicon atoms in the top surface of the substrate with the
bottom surface of the thin gold film. The length of each of these rows is required to be the
same to force the gold to fit on the silicon. Therefore the deviation of the horizontal lattice
parameter can be calculated by,
((N -l)Ls) - RINT(~)LG
Horizontal Lattice Parameter Deviation = (())'
RINT (N - l)L s
LG
where Nis the number of silicon atoms in the X direction, Ls and Lc is the next-nearest
neighbour distances of silicon and gold respectively. Here RINT rounds the value inside
bracketstothe nearest integer.
In equation 3.1, (N - l)Ls is the total length between boundary silicon atoms in the
layer. While ((N~~)Ls) is the number of gold bonds required to span the same distance this
number must be an integer so the boundaries will match, therefore it is rounded to the nearest
integer. Multiplying this number by the length of a normal gold bond gives the total length of
the gold surface for the number of bonds. Subtracting the total length of gold from the total
length of silicon gives the difference in the lengths, dividing by the number of gold bonds gives
the amount that each bond must be elongated or compressed to fit on the silicon surface.
In this work the samples analysed were 1,842 silicon atoms wide in the horizontal
direction which resulted in having 2002 gold atoms in the X direction. Therefore the amount of
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deviation in the gold atom bond is 1O-13m, which is an acceptable amount of positional error
that is of the same order as the resolution of the initial atom position coordinates.
3.1.1 Lattice Creation Graphical User Interface (GUI)
In order to create multiple lattices with varying surface roughness,andtoprovidea
generalized interface to perform all of the related tasks, a java based Graphical User Interface
(GUll was created. This same interface was also used to generate the final plots, modify the
code for ACEnet, and submit the code to a server for processing. The code for this interface was
written using NetBeans7, and can be found in Appendix F. This code generates the following
interface:
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Figure 3.3: Simulation control interface.
This program modifies the input files that are required for the simulation. The input files
are initially created using a program that can be found in Appendix G. This program creates a
perfect 2D lattice based on the number of silicon atoms in the X direction, the number of silicon
in theYdirection, and the numberof layers of gold.
In this work a cosine function was used to define the surface roughness of the gold film.
Based onthe user defined frequency and amplitude of the cosine function that defines the
surface the wavelength is calculated so that a maximum occurs at the boundaries. Forcing the
maximum to be at the boundaries makes it possible to use variable boundaries as discussed in
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section 3.3.1. Figure 3.4a illustrates the application of the surface line, for this case it has a
wavelength of 1/3 11m and an amplitude of 1 nm. Any atom located above this line is declared
inactive.
The red atoms shown in Figure 3.4a have been declared to be inactive. Any spring
located within the red zone contributes zero energy to the total lattice energy. Therefore the
equivalent system is as shown in Figure 3.4b. The roughness simulated in each of the samples is
realistic for the dimensions of actual gold deposited on silicon cantilevers [27].
Figure 3.5 shows how the number of bonding sites decreases as the frequency and
amplitude of the surface is changed. The number of bonding sites decreases asthe frequency



















Figure3.5:The number of bonding sites decreases asthe frequency decreases andalso
decreases as the amplitude increases. Red dots correspond to the simulations with a film
thicknessof23.5nm.
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3.2 Movement of Atoms
In order to model molecular adsorption on the thin gold film an algorithm for moving
the atoms for the simulated annealing algorithm was developed. This algorithm increases the
natural spring length (LSpring) of the surface springs, which changes the minimum energy
radius to be atthe desired bond elongation. In orderto reduce the energy of the system the
atoms need to be moved to eliminate the new compression of the surface.
Within the one micron section of the cantilever under consideration there are a total of
6,785,928 silicon atoms as well as 200,200 gold atoms. The algorithm attempts to determine
the minimum lattice energy of a system that has 13,972,256 variables (X and Ycoordinates). It
is computationally expensive to vary the position of each atom randomly as dictated by the
simulated annealing algorithm. The execution time can be reduced beginning with the
reduction of the number of free variables.
The first assumptions that are made is that the thickness of any thin cross-section of
cantilever will not change and that for a cantilever undergoing bending that the shape of the
beam does not change along its width [28]. This is due to the fact that any stress or strain that
does not contribute to the elongation of the cantilever along the longitudinal axes can be
relieved as nothing exists to hold any residual stress or strain in these directions. Therefore any
compression or expansion of the beam is released immediately. This forms the basis for
Stoney's equations. Bucciarelli also states that for a "beam in pure bending, plane cross
sections remain plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis"[28]. This allows the lattice to
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bedivided,bothsiliconandgoldparts,intodistinctcolumnsasshowninFigure3.6,inthiscase
the columns of atoms take on the role of the planes in the typical deflection model. This
simplification reduces the number of independent variables from 13,972,256 down to 3,684 or
twice the number of silicon atoms in the Xdirection.
•
•~
Figure 3.6: Atom Columns for Movement, red spheres are gold atoms while grey spheres are
silicon atoms
The function for moving the atoms randomly sets the angle between the columns,
moving every subsequent column by the same angle. This algorithm for moving the atoms is
implied within Stoney's equation since the surface of the cantileverhasaconstantcurvature.
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Referring to Figure 3.7 for a visual representation of the algorithm. The code for the movement
startingatcolumn2is:
Step 1 Generate pseudo-random number in the range (0,1)
U = RANDOM(O,l)
Step 2 Multiply random number by the maximum possible rotation angle
UN = U * (max rotation angle)
Step 3 Increment current and subsequent column rotation angles by UN
Step 4 Move to next column and repeat steps 1-4, until no columns remain
3 Induced Surface Stress
Figure 3.7: Algorithm has randomly chosen a and ~ and therefore has set the slope of column 3
to be equal to ljJ=a+~
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Once the angle of each column has been set the algorithm then rotates the columns of
atoms about the global origin. This simulates the deflection of the cantilever.
3.3 Crystal Lattice Boundaries
The one micron section of cantilever to be considered within this calculation is a section
of a much longer cantilever. Modeling the entire cantilever is done through the process of
repeatable and variable boundary conditions.
In this system the first and last atoms in each row are considered to be the atoms that
exist within the boundary. These atoms form the basis for the lines that define the boundary.
The boundary atoms are fitted to a straight line using a fitting algorithm that was modified from
the one found in Numerical Recipes in C(NR). This NR algorithm was modified to remove the
weighted code. The code was also modified to use the LatticeArray data structure that contains
all of the information on the lattice. This modified code can be found in Appendix A. The lines
that define the boundaries are determined by a line of best fit of the atoms in each boundary. If
these lines are vertical or near vertical the calculated slope will be very high. In fact there is
nothing in the NR code that guarantees that the resulting lines will be sensibly defined inthe
casewherethecalculatedlinesareverticalornearvertical.8
8 The compiler may allow the special INFvalue to be assigned
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Figure 3.8: A) Un-rotated Lattice B) Rotated Cantilever with new prime coordinate system. The
coordinates of the atoms are rotated using a rotation matrixby9odegrees, this prevents the creation of
infinite slopes once the boundary lines are calculated. The calculations are carried outas if the rotation
never occurred.
The lattice and its coordinate system can be seen in Figure 3.8 A. To avoid this situation
and any situation where the slope becomes very large, after the lattice is inputted and the
springs within the lattice are assigned, the lattice is rotated by -90°. This results in the new
lattice as can be seen in Figure 3.8B. This coordinate rotation changes the large slopes in the
original lattice to small slopes within the rotated lattice thus preventing the creation of infinite
slopes.
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3.3.1 Variable Boundary Rotation
The silicon cantilever is expected to bend with a constant curvature. Therefore to model
the boundary interaction it is possible to use the intersection point of boundary lines as defined
above as a temporary origin about which the boundaries are rotated. If the slopes fitted to the
boundary atoms are large or infinite then the intersection point may not be able to be
determined.
This procedure creates a set of variable periodic boundary conditions. The
establishment of periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) is often used to simulate a much larger
systems by only considering a smaller sub-section of the system that is located away from the
edges of the system. PBCs can only be used when the system can be broken down into a
periodic array of similar systems. These simulations were designed to use a variable set of
periodic boundaries to allow for the cantilever to naturally undergo deflections.
To model the boundary interactions, atoms located on the left boundary are rotated to
create an image of themselves on the right boundary of the sample, and vice versa for the






Figure 3.9: Boundary Rotation, dashed circles are the image of the boundary atom located at
the next boundary
To determine the boundary rotation, the interception point of the boundary lines must
be calculated. This interception point along with the slopes of the lines allows for the
calculation of the rotation angle that each boundary needs to rotate. The boundary line
intersection point is determined by
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and
Where m and b are the slopes and intercepts respectively, with RL and LL representing Right
Line and Left Line (Figure 3.9). This set of XV coordinates becomes the new temporary origin
about which the boundaries are rotated. This rotation is done for any spring that extends across
the boundary.
In order to perform the rotation of the boundary atoms the angle between the right and
left boundary lines must be known. This operation is preformed multiple times within the
simulated annealing algorithm so it would be of great benefit to determine the angle with
minimal additional calculations.
Referring to Figure 3.9, itcan be seen that
oruponrearrangement,
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Therefore itcan be said that
Using the trigonometric identity for the tangent of the difference between two angles yields
tan az - tan al
tane = .




From equation 3.7 the slopes of the lines are known due to the fitting of the boundaries. This
results in a method by which to calculate the required rotation angle.
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Chapter 4 : Results and Discussion
In this chapter the results from the simulated annealing minimization algorithm are
presented. Initially each algorithm was executed on a very small lattice of approximately 100 to
1000 atoms. This was done to aid in the process of debugging the algorithm, sorting out
memory overhead, and making each algorithm efficient. After all of the bugs were removed and
the program was tuned to be as efficient as possible, a collection of lattices with varying film
thicknesses, frequencies, and amplitudes were created and processed(eachlatticehaditsown
instance of the program running in parallel and took over 3.5 months to complete). The




4.1.1 Comparison to Finite Element Analysis
To verify the output of the algorithm an ANSYSlB>9 finite element analysis was conducted
for an atomically flat lattice that consisted of a silicon block that was 0.5 11m x 111m with a 10
nm thick gold film. The same system was also analyzed using the software found in appendix E.
The deflection of the sample calculated by ANSYSlB> was 64.4 nm while the calculated value
using the simulated annealing algorithm was 64.6 nm. ANSYSlB> uses finite element analysis in
order to solve for the resulting deformation of an object and is accepted both commercially and
academically as being accurate (There are many published papers that use ANSYSlB> as their
primary means of performing calculations). In order to perform its calculations ANSYSlB> needs
to mesh an object in atriangulargrid,thegrid spacingvariesdependingupon the surface. This
grid does not map very small details very well, but can map smooth surfaces at the scale used in
this work. Since the value calculated by ANSYSlB> for the deflection is approximately equal to
that calculated by the simulation, the results from the simulation should be approximately
correct. See Figure 4.1 for a comparison between the deflection calculated by ANSYSlB> versus
the deflection calculated by the simulation.




Figure 4.1: The deflection calculated by the simulation (a) was 64.6nm while the deflection




Once the program output was verified the program was used on a variety of lattice
configurations. Excluding the test cases 26 separate unique configurations of the lattice were
analysed. A summary of the samples studied in this work are shown in Table 2. This table gives
the initial film thickness, the frequency, amplitude, andthefinal calculated end deflection of
the cantilever. Duetothe presence of the surface features the thickness is assumed to bethe
average film thickness, equation 4.1.
Average Film Thickness = Maximum Film Thickness - G) Amplitude
The final end defection was determined from the position of the last silicon atom in the
first row (Right hand side) of the lattice. This deflection is measured from the initial position of
the atom, since the initial position of the first row of atoms in the lattice is along the y=O axes.
The samples are designated by AF in Table 2 are for systems that are atomically flat.
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(~m) Amplitude Final End
(Average) (Maximum) AF - Atomically (nm) Deflection (nm)
Flat
1l.7nm 11.7nm AF 0 -5.62155
9.2nm 11.7nm 1/2 5.0 -16.2676
9.2nm 11.7nm 1/3 5.0 -21.7456
9.2nm 11.7nm 1/4 5.0 -27.8265
9.2nm 1l.7nm 1/5 5.0 -34.6724
23.5nm 23.5nm AF 0 -5.68008
21.0nm 23.5nm 1/2 5.0 -16.2133
21.0nm 23.5nm 1/3 5.0 -21.6955
21.0nm 23.5nm 1/4 5.0 -27.8736
21.0nm 23.5nm 1/5 5.0 -32.2895
18.5nm 23.5nm 1/2 10.0 -27.7857
18.5nm 23.5nm 1/3 10.0 -39.7912
18.5nm 23.5nm 1/4 10.0 -50.8246
18.5nm 23.5nm 1/5 10.0 -63.3947
16.0nm 23.5nm 1/2 15.0 -39.8358
16.0nm 23.5nm 1/3 15.0 -56.7751
16.0nm 23.5nm 1/4 15.0 -73.5547
16.0nm 23.5nm 1/5 15.0 -92.3374
13.5 nm 23.5nm 1/2 20.0 -51.0599
13.5 nm 23.5nm 1/3 20.0 -73.9471
13.5 nm 23.5nm 1/4 20.0 -100.606
13.5 nm 23.5nm 1/5 20.0 -122.372
50.0nm 50.0nm AF 0 -4.71116
75.0nm 75.0nm AF 0 -4.73244
100.0nm 100.0nm AF 0 -4.7361
150.0nm 150.0nm AF 0 -3.86491
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The results of the simulations can be seen in Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.6. These correspond
to the film thickness of 11.7 nm. The silicon substrate has been removed from the plots for
clarity since it is a few orders of magnitude larger than the gold film. Due to the number of
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Figure 4.6: Wavelength (1/5) ~m, Deflection: -34.67 nm.
In order to compare systems the bottom surface of the each lattice was plotted. The
plots shown as Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 show the bottom silicon layer for samples with the
same film thickness and amplitude but different frequencies. Figure 4.12 is similar to the series
of figures (Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11) with the exception that instead of looking at the change in
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Figure 4.10: Max Film Thickness 23.5 nm, Amplitude 15 nm.
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Figure 4.12: Max Film Thickness 23.5 nm, Wavelength (1/5) ~m
4.2 Discussion
The total amount of cantilever deflection due to the adsorption of an alkanethiol SAM is
a source of contention between various published papers. This controversy applies to both
experimental and theoretical publications [5)[4)[6)[9]. In the work of Godin et ai., they
conducted a study on the adsorption of alkanethiols on gold coated cantilevers [4]. In this work
the authors analysed the surface stress effects of the formation of the alkanethiol SAM on the
surface, including looking at the difference between the three phases of the SAM (stacked
lying-down, un-stacked lying-down, and standing up). It was found that the sensitivity of the
cantilever (the amount of deflection) was highly dependent on the thin film morphology where
cantilevers that had surfaces that consisted of small grains (rough) deflected less than their
larger grain counterparts[4].
Mertens et ai. also studied the surface stress responses of cantilever based sensors to
molecular adsorption. In their work they used alkylthiol mercaptohexanol (MCH) as opposed to
alkanethiol SAMs [6]. The adsorption of MCH on the thin gold film resulted in an average
deflection that was larger for rougher surfaces [6]. Therefore they determined that for
cantilevers whose gold film was smoother (larger grains) deflected less than ones with rougher
surfaces [5] [6].
From Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 it can be seen that as the wavelength ofthe surface
decreases (roughness increases) the total deflection of the lattice increases. This indicates that
the wavelength of the thin film surface profile affects the deflection of the cantilever. Referring
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to Figure 4.7, the deflection increases by 18.36 nm as the wavelength is reduced from 1/2 to
1/5 11m. This was the same trend for each of the samples studied in this work, as the
wavelength decreased the total end deflection increased. Therefore the cantilevers with the
smallest wavelength (greatest roughness) deflect more.
The amplitude also plays a role in the deflection of the cantilever. This is shown in Figure
4.12. In this case the studied systems had the same maximum film thickness as well as the same
wavelength. The amplitude was varied from 5.0 to 20.0 nm in 5.0 nm increments. The final end
deflection for the system increased as the amplitude of the surface undulation increased. The
increase in the amplitude from 5.0 to 20.0 nm resulted in an increase in the end deflection of
90.1 nm.
Hence the deflection of a cantilever is dependent upon both the wavelength and
amplitude. From Figure 3.5 it is shown that the number of bonding sites decreases as the
wavelength decreases and/or the amplitude increases. This would imply that the total amount
of surface stress that could be applied would also decrease, as the stress is only applied at the
bonding sites. Referring to Stoney's equation (2.17) if the applied surface stress is reduced the
total deflection of the cantilever is also reduced. Therefore the expected result based upon
Stoney's equation is that cantilevers with increased roughness deflect less than their smoother
counterparts.
The results shown here indicate the opposite behaviour as expected by Stoney's
equation and the reduction of bonding sites. The results demonstrate that for samples with
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larger roughness the total amount of end deflection increases as the roughness increases. Why
then did the simulation report the opposite of the predicted theory? Stoney's equation
depends on the fact that the surface stress is uniform over the surface. For rough surfaces this
is no longer true since the induced surface stress, originating from the bonding sites, varies over
the surface due to the loss of bonding sites. Therefore it becomes necessary to consider more
than just the application of Stoney's equation [9].
The results shown in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 demonstrate that the profile of the sample plays
a large role in the total expected deflection indicating that the geometry of the top surface of
the thin gold film affects the transmission of the surface stress into the film and substrate.[9]
The stress experienced by an object must be continuous throughout the object.[29] However,
in the presence of flaws, the resulting stress must be routed around the flaw to maintain the
continuity of the stress [29]. These flaws are responsible for fatigue based failures in an object.
The reason why some objects fracture is due to the concentration of stress around flaws [29].
This increased local stress can alter where the material is on the stress-strain curve, possibly
pushing it out of the elastic region.
The application of the cosine function to the thin film introduces stress raisers into the
surface. A stress raiser is a region in a material that forces the stress in an object to be
"concentrated" in a localized region. The presence of stress raisers in a surface will change the
behaviour of an object as a whole [29]. The concept of stress raisers is normally applied to
fatigue and crack analysis. At positions far removed from cracks the stress is just the nominal
stress, provided that the applied stress is below the elastic limit. However, in the vicinity of
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small cracks or flaws, the applied stress can be amplified beyond the levels predicted by normal
strength of material analysislO•
The discontinuities in the thin film introduced by the cosine function are approximately
semi-elliptical. Therefore according to fracture mechanics the amount of stress that is
concentrated atthetip of an ellipse isgiven by
where a and b are one half of the length of the minor and major axes respectively, O"BF
is the stress experienced by the normal film, and O"max is the concentrated stress at the
discontinuity [29].
10 Strength of materials refers to various methods of calculating stresses in structural members with loads, deformations and




Figure 4.13: Semi-elliptical surface defects. a) Wavelength =(1/3)llm b) Wavelength =(1/6)llm
Figure 4.13 shows the approximation of the thin film for wavelengths of 1/3 Ilm and 1/6
Ilm. For Figure 4.13 the total amount of stress transferred into the substrate by the surface in a,
is less then that transferred by b. This comes from the amount of stress raisers as well as the
geometry of the stress raisers. The stress concentration in Figure 4.13a is
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(Jmax = (JBF (1 +2(~)).
while the stress in Figure4.13b is given by
(Jmax = (JBF (1 +2(C1;2)a)) = (JBF (1 +4(~)).
Assuming that the number of bonding sites does not change dramatically (Figure 4.13a
(JBF '" Figure 4.13b (JBF) the amount of concentrated stress in Figure 4.13b will be larger than
Figure 4.13a. Figure 4.14 shows the transmission of the stress through the material into the
substrate.
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Figure 4.14: Stress is concentrated (Red) at the tip, and causes a large amount of stress to be
transferred to the lower surface (yellow).
Therefore the cantilevers with an increased wavelength (Figure 4.13 a) will experience a
lower amount of overall stress as compared to those that have a smaller wavelength (Figure
4.13 b). The amount of stress generated by the inclusion of the stress raisers overcompensates
for the loss of the bonding sites on the surface. Therefore the cantilevers that have smaller
wavelengths (more surface defects) will deflect more than their smoother counterparts. This is
duetothe increase inthe differential surface stress inthe rougherfilmedcantilevers.Thestress
raisers increase the amount of stress that is experienced by the silicon substrates top surface,
this results in an increase inthe differential surface stress causinganincreaseinthedeflection.
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As well, equation 4.2 demonstrates how the increase in the amplitude (b) will increase the
translatedsurfacestressandasa result will increase the deflection of the cantilever.
In the results shown here, when the wavelength of the function was decreased (more
flaws) the deflection increased, as predicted by the stress concentration theory. Similarly as the
amplitudeisincreasedthetheorypredictsthattherewillbeanincrease in deflection, which is
what is observed in the numerical simulation. Combining both the decrease in wavelength and
the increase in amplitude corresponds to the increase in observed deflection between the
figures (Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11).
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Chapter 5 : Conclusion
5.1 Summary
In this work the effect of surface roughness of a thin gold film on the deflection of a
silicon micro-cantilever was analyzed. A simulation was developed to model the effect of
surface roughness on the adsorption induced deflection of the cantilever. In order to determine
the final configuration of the lattice an energy minimization was performed. Here the top
surface bonds detailed in section 2.5 were stretched and the latticewas rearranged to its
lowest energy configuration. The lattices used in this work were approximately 111m by 111m of
silicon coated with thin gold films of varying thicknesses.
Computationally this can be considered to be a NP-hard problem. In order to determine
this minimum energy a simulated annealing algorithm was used. This proved to be an adequate
method for determining the minimum energy state of the studied systems. Although each
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system had a very large run time (approximately 3.5 months when running in parallel ll using
OpenMP) the simulated annealing algorithm was capable of solving very large systems.
Confusion exists in the literature about the adsorption induced deflection of the
cantilever. Some authors have observed that the deflection of a cantilever with a rough surface
is larger than that of a similar smoother cantilever, while other authors have reported the
opposite [4][6][5].
It was found in this work that by including a sinusoidal surface roughness in the mono-
crystalline thin gold film the total deflection experienced by the micro-cantilever increased. It
was found that by increasing the amplitude and/or decreasing the wavelength of the surface
defects the final calculated end deflection of the cantilever increased.
In the case of mono-crystalline films the inclusion of surface defects alters how the
stressistransmittedthroughoutthefilmandsubstrate.lnthiscase the shape of the defect
must be considered to explain the effect on the deflection characteristics [29].
The results of the numerical simulation correspond to the theory based on the rough
surface geometry causing stress concentration at distinct points forcing more stress to be
transferred into the substrate. It was found that the amplitude as well as the wavelength had
an influence on the magnitude of the deflection. Decreasing the wavelength, increasing the




This work lays the groundwork for multiple possible future projects. It would be
beneficial to model a cantilever with a rough substrate to see how the substrates surface
roughness affects the deflection. It would also be of benefit to model the system to include
grain boundaries since they will affect how the stress is transmitted over the length of the
cantilever. It may also be of benefit to model internal pours, between the thin gold film and the
substrate. Another possible project would involve looking at the intermixing of the gold/silicon
at the boundary layer to see what affect it has on the deflection. It may also be of benefit to
change the geometry of the surface defects or generate a random surface to see how various
surface profiles affect the deflection.
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Appendices
Each section of the program is grouped based upon the file in which the information is
contained. The language that that section is coded in is included in the title, if applicable, since
some of the relevant code has been done in different languages to take advantage of the power
of the language. Code comments have been added to assist with clarity, and to attempt to
explain some of the more unusual sections.
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Appendix A: Computational Random Numbers
In order to perform Monte Carlo based simulations a high quality random number
generator is required. Most random number generators do not create a long period set of high
quality random numbers, Le. the number of 'numbers' that can be selected before the set loses
randomness is low.
It is not possible for any computer to generate truly random numbers, this is inherent
within the strict logical rules that computers are based upon. The exception here of course is to
use a external random number generator based upon radioactive decay, however these do not
operate at speeds that are acceptable for the generation of large quantities of random
numbers. Therefore computers are reliant upon pseudorandom number generators.
Pseudorandom number generators produce an approximation of a truly random
number sequence, however they are predictable since they are of course determined via
mathematically logical methods, and will as a result exhibit a specific, repeatable pattern. These
sequences are based upon initial seed values; the seed determines the numbers that will follow
within the sequence by defining the internal state of the algorithm. Given knowledge then of
the algorithm used to create the numbers and its internal state (Le. seed), one could then
predict all the numbers returned by subsequent calls to the algorithm, whereas with genuinely
truly random numbers, knowledge of one number or an arbitrarily long sequence of numbers is
of no use whatsoever in predicting the next number to be generated.
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These are often confused with the concept of quasi-random numbers; in fact the terms
are periodically interchanged as being the same. However, they dramatically different but are
related. Most native random number routines are quasi-random. Quasi-Random numbers can
only be considered to be random over a limited number of draws, as given a large number of
draws the numbers generated from the sequence will form a Gaussian distribution. Extending
this to a two dimensional grid, will result in discernable regular patterns as can be seen in figure
4(C) for large numbers of draws. Figure 4's data was generated using the Sobol Technique, a
known generator for quasi-random numbers [30).
A,: B,
Figure A.0.1: Quasi-Random Number Generator randomizing coordinates for A) 100 Draws B)
1000 Draws C) 6000 Draws, using the Sobol Technique for random number generation.
Quasi-Random number generators then fail the conditions for random numbers after a
fairly limited number of draws. They become predictable and thus can be considered to have a
very short periodicity, Le. the period in which that the numbers become less random and
predictable occurs over a very limited number of draws. This of course is fine for instances
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where the program uses a low number of random numbers. However if large quantities of
random numbers are required, such as in Monte-Carlo based simulations or algorithms, then
quasi-random number generators do not work.
Most if not all higher level computer languages contain a random function for the
generation of random numbers. If the language is capable of mathematical operations then it
more than likely has one. These native random functions are included for small scale testing
and for low quantities of random numbers, they are quasi-random. This is done to minimize the
size (memory wise) of the math libraries associated with each language. Lower level languages
do not contain randomization techniques, as they are not typically used in situations where
random number generation is required.
It therefore becomes necessary to design a better random number generator if it is to
be used to perform any of the Monte-Carlo techniques.
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Figure A.0.2: Pseudo-Random Number Generator randomizing coordinates for A) 100 Draws B)
1000 Draws C) 6000 Draws, using the Mersenne Twister Technique for random number
generation.
One of these better techniques forthe generation for long period icityhigh quality
random numbers is the Mersenne Twister technique. The results of this technique can be seen
in Figure A.0.2. A quick comparison of part C between Figure A.O.l and Figure A.0.2 reveals that
while using the Sobol technique for low numbers of random numbers is fine, it forms patterns
the more the numbers are drawn, unlike Sobol, Mersenne Twisters to do have this issue and
have very long periodicities, as discussed in appendix B. The Mersenne Twister algorithm was
selected for this work. However other pseudorandom number generators also exist.
A few examples of high quality pseudorandom number generators are RAN LUX (luxury
random numbers)[31) , CMRG (combined multiple recursive generator) [32], and the
Tausworthe generator[33).[34) More generators can be found in the GNU Scientific Library
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Manual.[34] The selection of the random number generator depends upon the nature of the
simulation itself.
lOS
Appendix B: Random Number Generator Mersenne Twister
First described in a paper by Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura, the Mersenne
Twister Pseudo-Random number generator has a periodicity of 2N - 1 [35]. Periodicity refers
to the number of numbers that can be generated before the series starts to lose randomness.
In this work N = 19937, so that corresponds to a periodicity of 4.3154 X 106001 numbers that
can be drawn. Since this original paper multiple versions of the Mersenne Twister have been
released with N values ranging from 521 up to 216091. (See Table 3) For a sense of scale of how
impressive this pseudo random number generator is, the lagged Fibonacci series, considered to
be a very good random number generator, has a period of (2 24 - 1) X 294 "" 2110 "" 1.298 X
1033 Draws.






Table 3: Mersenne Twister Periodicity for Common Variations. The highlighted variation was
the variation used in this numerical simulation.
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The values of N are known as the Mersenne Primes, these are defined by
P = 2N -1.
If P is prime and N is also prime then, N is said to be a Mersenne prime.
The algorithm is based upon the linear recurrence relationship
0.1
here x is a word vector, and A is matrix. A word vector is a w-dimensional row vector over the
two-element field IFz = {O,l} [35]. Here n is the integer degree of recurrence, m is an integer
intherangel:5m:5n.WhereAisgivenby:
[ 0 J0 Iw-1A = :aV.~l Gy,'-2 ... ...
The algorithm generates a series of these word vectors, which can be considered to be a
uniform pseudorandom number between 0 and 2w - 1, division by 2w - 1 results in a real
number in the range [0, 1][35).
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Appendix C: Data Structures
Lower level computer languages, those that offer little to no abstraction from a
processor's instruction set architecture, have no means to provide a quick reference to a
collection of data in memory. Here level refers to the amount of abstraction. All data that is
stored in memory in this case is referenced by the memory address in which the data is stored.
This makes writing complex or long programs very difficult.
In order to reduce this difficulty in creation of complex and long programs the higher
level languages were developed. These languages provide a greater amount of abstraction from
the instruction set architecture of the processor. It was in the creation of these languages that a
computational methodology was developed, now commonly referred to as a data structure, in
order to organize and sort data so that is can be accessed as one common reference. The data
does not need to beofany particular type within the structure, so any given structure can
contain any data type, including other data structures. This offers a few obvious benefits,
movement of vast quantities of data through the use of only one variable, and organizing data
associated with a particularconceptarea pair of examples.
The simplest form of a data structure that can be thought of is an array, it is a special
type of data structure. The array is known as a homogeneous data structure as all of the data
contained within the array must be of the same type.


















//15 the Atom Real, Virtual Atoms DNE
Every piece of information that defines an atom within the simulation is contained
within the structure. Thisthen isa heterogeneous data structure since it does not contain just
one type of data. It contains three primitive data types and another structure (Point - contains
the X/V coordinates of the atom). Building upon this and expand the concept further. Certain
languages, such as java, are based largely on this concept. A great portion of the coding done in
java is based upon the creation and manipulation of data structures or as they are referred to in
java 'objects'.
It is now possible to create an array of atoms, since Atom is now considered to be a valid
data type. This hierarchy can be seen in FigureA.0.3.
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FigureA.0.3: Lattice Array Data Structure
Using data structures in programming, allows vast amounts of information to be routed
around very quickly and efficiently.
Referring to FigureA.O.3,onecanseehowdata istransferredaround the main
analysis program. The pointer to the LatticeArray variable is passed around the program, not
the entire array itself. Everything about the lattice is connected to this one variable, except for
the array of springs in the lattice, this makes moving data around easy. The spring array is not
included to save space, since the simulated annealing algorithm requires three copies of the
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data to work, it is not updated beyond the initial creation, and therefore it is made into a global
variablesothat it can be accessed by any function at anytime.
The majority of the code in the appendices is coded in C99, Le. the version of the C
language that was released in 1999. Therefore it becomes a necessity to understand code wise
how C99 implements data structures. For instance if the LatticeArray variable CurrentArray is
passed into a sub function, and the algorithm is required to access the X coordinate of the ith
atom then the code segment used to access the information becomes the following:
CurrentArray->AtomArray[i-1].Coords.x . Here "->" is a reference to a passed pointer,
CurrentArray is passed to the function, this pointer can be considered to be an external pointer,
as it does not exist within the structure, it is the structure. However, if the structure has not
been passed to a sub-function it is actually an internal pointer denoted by".", so here Coords is
a local variable to AtomArray hence it is denoted with "." . This also applies to anywhere where
the structure is local. For instance in order to access the same X coordinate in a local scope, the
code segment would be: CurrentArray.AtomArray[i-1].Coords.x. Therefore "->" indicates a
passed not local scope data structure, whereas "." indicates a local scope data structure;
everything inside the structure itself is local.
The reason why data structures are used, beyond the simplification of routing
information around the simulation, is that it keeps most of the data together and contiguous in
memory. Looking back at Figure A.O.3, the other data and structures mayor may not be
contiguous with the atom array, since the arrays are of variable sizes they are allocated after
runtime. Most of the data however is stored within the atomarray structure, which is
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contiguous within memory. This is important once the memory/processor architecture of a
typical multi-core computer system is considered. Having the data in a contiguous structure
means that it will typically spent more time in the faster portions of memory and less time in
the dramatically slower regions of memory. It is desirable to have the data in this lower
memory as the access times are orders of magnitude smaller as compared to the upper level
memory. Refer to Figure A.O.4, for access times as well as storage capacity of the different
levels of memory.
"'ins "'O.25ns
Figure A.O.4: Memory hierarchy of a typical Advanced Micro Device (AM D) quad core computer
system, Intel/Sun/Apple/Others have very similar based systems
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Appendix D: OpenMP Parallel Programming
The OpenMP API (Open Multi - Processing Application Programming Interface) was introduced
in 1997 by a consortium of major computer hardware and software companies to serve as a
common base for multi-core shared memory processing. This group of companies desired to
provide a standard that could be utilized among a variety of shared memory
architectures/platforms. This gave programmers the ability to utilize the power of multi-core
shared memory processing without having to expressly program every parallel step. However, it
is not automatic parallelization, but it is instead semi-automatic based upon the inclusion of
complier pre-processing instructions. This API then allows a programmer to explicitly
direct multi-threaded, shared memory parallelism within a program.[36]
This API is written in a couple of languages, notably C/C++ and FORTRAN, but is usable in
a multitude of other languages as well.
The benefit of using the OpenMP API is the ease of which a program can be transformed
from being executed in a serial nature into one that is executed in a combination serial and
parallel nature, this is done through the use of compiler pre-compiler instructions. In C and
Fortran these are known as Pragmas. The '#pragma' directive is the method specified by the C
standard for providing additional information to the compiler, beyond what is conveyed in the
language itself. These directives allow for programmers to explicitly dictate which sections of
the code are to be executed in parallel. This creates a fork in the program execution, i.e. when
the program reaches a section of program that can be executed in parallel it splits the
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execution thread into multiple threads that are distributed over a number of cores (see Figure
A.a.5) and once the parallel section has finished the multiple threads are then merged back into
the execution thread[37][38].
Figure A.a.S: OpenMP Multi-Threading
There is no restriction on the number of threads that can be created with the execution
of a program, however the number of currently running threads is limited to the number of
physical processor threads. This means that if you create 8 threads on a program and execute it
on a processor that has only 4 physical threads then only 4 will be executed at a time, the other
4 will wait until the rest have finished.
OpenMP Parallel Commands
The OpenMP API defines an assortment of various commands for running calculations in
parallel. Referring to "Energy.c " in Appendix C, reveals how OpenMP is implemented within the
simulation. The OpenMP library is only included if the correct compiler option is included, as it
is not required to be active when running small test systems this is done through the use of the
ifdef (if defined) pre-compiler option. This section of code below indicates to the compiler to
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Once these libraries are included the program can then be compiled to execute in
parallel, these libraries contain the instructions for the compiler on how to change the following





The pragma tells the compiler to follow the rules specified by the OpenMP directives (omp) for
the conversion of the for loop. In this case the loop will simply print the numbers from 0 to 9.
Once converted the code executed by each individual thread and will be converted into the
section below.
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int start = (this_thread ) *10/num_threads;
intend = (this_thread+l) *10/num_threads;
for(intn=start;n<end;++n)
printf("%d",n);
Here the first four lines assign the loop iterations to each of the threads; each thread hasa
number associated with it. Therefore the result from running this code in parallel on two cores
may be: 0 5 16273849. Each thread gets a different section of the loop, and they execute
their own sections in parallel. [39] The code used in "Energy.c " is similar, but has a few
additions as can be seen below.
#pragmaompparalielforshared(Array,SpringArray)private(i)
Here "parallel" is a short notation for the creation of a new set of threads, "shared ()" is
used to specify any data structures that are to be shared among the threads, any thread can
access and modify the data contained within the structure. "private()" is the opposite of
"shared()", the variable "i" is unique to each thread and cannot be modified by another thread,
and is often used to specify the iteration variable.
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The purpose of the algorithm specified within the Energy.c file is to calculate the total
lattice energy of the system. However, once this is moved into the parallel regime it is no longer
a safe operation to add the energies for each spring to determine a total energy. This operation
is not thread-safe Le. it does not prevent two or more threads from trying to access and write
to the same location in memory at the same. This can happen here iftwo or more threads
attempt to modify the total energy variable at the same time. This is obviously a problem, as it
is indeterminate what value will be written to memory, it may be the value from one of the
threads, and it could also be a randomized indeterminate value.
To prevent this situation OpenMP includes a pragma command called atomic, this
command prevents threads from writing to the same location in memory at the same time, but
will in fact let only one thread update the value at a time, and will queue the rest until each has
updated the value. This works only on the combinatorial operators, Le. ++, --, +=, -=, *=, and /=.
The atomic code seen below must be included with every instance ofthe medication of the
Energy variable, as it only appliesto the next line in the code.
#pragmaompatomic
Energy+=Expression
There are a variety of other pragmas associated with the OpenMP API however they are not
required for the calculations in this work.
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Appendix E: Simulated Annealing Source Code (C99)
Files are listed in alphabetical order. Not included arethestandard numerical recipes library
files, as well as the mersenne twister algorithm. The mersenne twister algorithm is available
online and can be found at http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~m-mat/MT/SFMT/.All









This is the linear regression algorithm found in Numerical Recipes in C, it
has been updated to work with the LatticeArray Data Structures.
Reference NR 15.2 Fitting Data toa Straight Line, these are unweighted points.
*****************************************************************************/
























Creates both boundary lines for the LatticeArray Array and stores them in
BoundLines Boundary
Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG //GR645)
*****************************************************************************/









This function is responsibleforthe Boundary rotations, it uses the
boundarys located in BoundLines Boundary to do the rotations. This will
work irregardless of how the lines are defined, they have been defined
here to be between the fit of the first atom of every row
Coded By: ©Victor c. Hayden (FLAG //GR645)
*****************************************************************************/
Point BoundAR(LatticeArray *Array, char B,
BoundLines *Boundary, double A1X, double A1Y){
Pointtmp;
double x, y, x_tmp, Ltmp, Theta, sep;
//small Slopes only need to be translated, not rotated
if( Boundary->LLine.slope - Boundary->RLine.slope < 1.0e-9){










/ /Determine the Intersection Point of the two boundaries at this point
//they should not be parallel
x= (Boundary->LLine.lntercept- Boundary->RLine.lntercept)/
(Boundary->RLine.Slope- Boundary->LLine.Slope);
y = Boundary->RLine.Slope * x+ Boundary->RLine.lntercept;




//Calculatetheangle between the lines
Theta = fabs(atan((Boundary->RLine.Slope - Boundary->LLine.Slope) /
(1.0+ (Boundary->RLine.Slope * Boundary->LLine.Slope))));
//Selectthe correct value of Theta
if( B == 'L' II B== 'I' ) Theta = -1.0 * Theta;
//Dothe rotation
tmp.x = x_tmp * cos(Theta) - Ltmp * sin(Theta) + x;





This program isdesignedtodeterminetheresultingshapeofa bi-layer
Gold-Silicon microcantilever once it has been exposed to an induced
surface stress. The resultant shape of the cantilever isduetothe
minimization of the Lattice Energy of the system.
This program uses a Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm called simulated
annealing to do this. There is more on this in the SimAnn.c file.
This File serves as the main controller for running the simulated
annealing algorithm for various amount of surface stretch, and handles
reading in the data, and creating the outputs.
There is also a short tutorial on Datastuctures in Structures.h.
Coded By: ©Victor c. Hayden (FLAG //GR645)
*****************************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h> //Std input output library
#include <stdlib.h>//Std c library that contains most function s
#include <time.h> / /Time Library, to access the Current Time
#include <math.h> / /Contains standard math functions
#include <stdbool.h>//Library to use Boolean Logic, Le. true or false
#include "Common.h" //Contains required constants
extern void FileCieanup();
/*****************************************************************************
This function groups together those functions that are required to create
the LatticeArray Datastructure initially, only needs to be called once
for each LatticeArray that you want to make. Best if this is done in
pre-processing.
Note after the data is read in from the csv file discribed in FilelnOut.c
that itis rotated by90degrees. Since the program will be finding
boundarylinesto rotate it is best to avoid pure vertical lines. While
the program will happily put the inf into the array, as it is allowed.
It is best to avoid it, as it will cause the program to crash in places.
*****************************************************************************/
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inputFileToArray(ArraY,FileName, argCommand,argv);//Reads in the file
createSpringLattice(Array); //Makes the Array of springs
MinLinelnit(Array); / /Makes the 2D array for the LineMover




Steps here are explained as they appear, except where the same codeis
repeated
WARNING: THIS FUNCTION CONTAINS AN INFINITE LOOP
This Loop depends on a break in the if statement and is connected
to CurStretch and AmtStretch, beware of modifications to these
varibles.
argv[]accessesthecommandline.




LatticeArray F_Array, CurrentArray, SpaceArray, BestArray;
BoundLines BoundOut; //Rotatedversion of the final boundary lines
double CurStretch =O.OJ/Current Percent Stretch
double NumStretch =0.0;//Number of stretches to do
double AmtStretch =O.O;//Amount to Stretch each time
/ /Output file name, gets altered to append current amount of stretch
/ / i.e LatlO_10_4_ with 1% stretch becomes LatlO_10_4_1_000.csv
char *FileNameString =NULL;
char *name; / /Output file name initial string, i.e. '/LatlO_10_4_
char *Oname; / /VizOutput file name initial string, i.e. '/LatlO_10_4_
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double surfBonds= O.O;//Surface Bond Length
//atof() converts from string to double
k_Surface =atof(argv[4]); //Surface Spring Constant
SBondStretch = atof(argv[S]);//TotaI Percent Surface Stretch
NumStretch=atof(argv[6]);





printf("Number of Atoms in the Array: %i ****\n", F_Array.Arraylndex);
name=argv(2);
Oname=argv[3];
AmtStretch = SBondStretch / NumStretch;
/ /Handling for both LatticeArrays with and without Gold
surfBonds = (F_Array.AUinX == 0 II BestArray.AUinX == 0 II










if ((double) CurStretch >=SBondStretch){
break; //00 NOT REMOVE
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//stretchingthe surface bond lengths




printf("sTEP ***************** -> %If\n", Curstretch); //Where are we?
//RunningsA,Maytakea longtime
RunsimAnn(&F_Array, &BestArray, &CurrentArray, &spaceArraY,argc,argv);
CreateBound(&F_Array, &BoundOut); / /Rotated boundarys for output





arrayToOutputFile (&F_Array, &BoundOut, FileNamestring);
FileNameString=NULL;




//Evaluating last amount of Stretch




printf("STEP ********************* ->%If\n", (double)SBondstretch);
//RunningsA,Maytakealongtime
RunsimAnn(&F_Array, &BestArray, &CurrentArray, &spaceArraY,argc,argv);
//Writing final atomic positions and boundary lines
//Createfinal Rotated boundarys for output
CreateBound(&F_Array, &BoundOut);






arrayToOutputFile (&F_Array, &BoundOut, FileNameString);






















//Total Percent Surface Stretch
//15 this execution recovering data
//Crash Protection Current Stretch

















extern PointSlopeLine fit(LatticeArray *Array, Bound Boundary);
extern void CreateBound(LatticeArray *Array, BoundLines *Boundary);
extern Point BoundAR(LatticeArray *Array, char B, BoundLines *Boundary,
double A1X, double A1Y);
extern double DetermineEnergy (LatticeArray *Array);
extern void inputFileToArray (LatticeArray *, char FileName[J,
intargCommand,char*argv[J);
extern void arrayToOutputFile (LatticeArray*,
BoundLines *Boundary,char FileName[J);
extern void printDerivArray (LatticeArray Array,
Point *DArray, char FileName[J);
extern void LatticeArrayCopier(LatticeArray *, LatticeArray *);
extern void LatticeArrayUpdater(LatticeArray *, LatticeArray *);
extern void RotateEntireCantilever(LatticeArray *, double Theta);
extern void createSpringLattice (LatticeArray *);
extern void VizOutput(LatticeArray, char InFile[J, char FileName[J,
intargc,char*argv[J);
externvoidfreeLatticeArray(LatticeArray);
extern void RunSimAnn (LatticeArray *Array, LatticeArray *BestArray,
LatticeArray*CurrentArray,
LatticeArray *SpaceArray, int argCommand,
char * argv[J);
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extern void Arraylnit(LatticeArray *);
extern void MinLinelnit(LatticeArray*);
extern void GoldLinelnt(LatticeArray *);
externchar* FileName (char*, double);
extern void Surfacelni(LatticeArray *);
extern void LatticeArrayCopier(LatticeArray *, LatticeArray *);
extern void LatticeArrayLine(LatticeArray*, LatticeArray *);
extern void PowerCrashRecover(LatticeArray *);






#define M_PI_2 1.57079632679489661923 /* pi/2 */
/ /These are the natural spring lengths of the system in angstroms:
#define GG_L 2.884995 //Au-Au Nearest Neighbour Bond Length
/ / Au-Au Next Nearest Neighbour Bond Length ~ 4.9969
#define AU_L sqrt(2 * pow(2.04, 2) + pow(4.08, 2))
#define SS_L 3.840311 //Si-Si Nearest Neighbour Bond Length
#define SiBL 5.43 //Si-Si Next Nearest Neighbour Bond Length
#define GS_L 2.439575 //Au-Si Nearest Neighbour Bond Length
#define AUSIBL 3.43 //Au-Si Next Nearest Neighbour Bond Length
#define VSep 1.1882 //Vertical Separation between the Au and Si interface
#define k_GG 0.30608 //Gold-Gold Nearest Neighbour Spring Constant
#define k_GGs 0.21643 //Gold-Gold Next Nearest Neighbour Spring Constant
#define k_GS 0.14600 //Gold-Silicon Nearest Neighbour Spring Constant
#define k_GSs 0.10323 //Gold-Silicon Next Nearest Neighbour Spring Constant
#define k_SS 0.28584 //Silicon-Silicon Nearest Neighbour Spring Constant















This function determines the energy contained within the current
LatticeArray Array, it includes the boundary rotations at the end for
periodic boundary conditions.
The energy for the lattice is determined through the useofaslightly
modified Spring energy equation:
Energy = (1.0/2.0) SpringConstant (NaturalBondLength/radiusll\2 *
(radius- NaturaiSpringLengthll\2
The additional (NaturalBondLength/radiusll\2 helpsthefunctiontomimica
Lennard-Jones Potential. It goes to zero for large radii and infinity
for very small radii.
Depending on the current spring, it selects the correct spring constant
for the system. There are five distinct spring types: Surface, Nearest
Neighbour Gold, Next Nearest Neighbour Gold, Nearest Neighbour Silicon,









CreateBound(Array, &Boundary); / /Creates the boundaries for the rotations
#pragma omp parallel for shared(ArraY,SpringArray) private(i)
forti = 0; i < (Array->NumberSprings); i++){
double rad = 0.0;
double A1X, A1Y, A2X, A2Y;
Pointtmpl,tmp2;
/ /Here we are checking to see if something has happened to the
//Energythatshould never happen i.e rad ->0
if(isnan(Energy)){
printf("Determine Energy has Failed with a NaN...Exiting");
exit(-l);} //15 Energy Not a Number(NaN)
if(isinf(Energy)){
printf("Determine Energy has Failed with a inf...Exiting");






if(isinf(rad)){exit(-l);} //We do not want radius to be infinite
/ /Here the Current Spring has a gold atom on each of its ends










Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GGs * pow((AU_L / radl,2.0) *
pow((rad-SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);




Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GG * pow((GG_L/ rad),2.0) *
pow((rad-SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);
//Nearest Neighbour Energy
/ /Here the Current Spring has a gold atom on one end and a silicon
//one on the other











Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GSs * pow((AUSIBL / rad),2.0) *
pow((rad-SpringArray[i].Length),2.0);




Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GS * pow((GS_L / rad),2.0) *
pow((rad -SpringArray[i].Length),2.0);
//Nearest Neighbour Energy
}//Here the Current Spring has a silicon atom on each of its ends











Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_SSs * pow((SiBL / rad),2.0) *
pow((rad-SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);
//Next Nearest Neighbour Energy
else {
#pragmaompatomic





printf("DetermineEnergy has failed dueto
unknown Atom type in Lattice!"); exit(-l);
/ /Here we check to see if we need to do a rotation for the current spring
if(((Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atomlj.AtomBound == true)&&
(Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[i].Atom2j.AtomBound == false)) II
((Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atomlj.AtomBound == false)&&
(Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atom2].AtomBound == true))){




//Determine the new rotated end coordinates of the spring
if( Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[i].Atomlj.Coords.y <
(Array->NAinX * SS_L/ 2.0)){
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tmpl =BoundAR(Array, 'L', &Boundary, A1X, A1Y);
tmp2 =BoundAR(Array, 'L', &Boundary, A2X, A2Y);
J
else{
tmpl = BoundAR(Array, 'R', &Boundary, A1X, A1Y);
tmp2 = BoundAR(Array, 'R', &Boundary, A2X, A2Y);
rad =sqrt(pow((tmp2.x -tmp1.x),2.0) + pow((tmp2.y -tmp1.y),2.0));
if(isinf(rad)){exit(-l);J//Wedonotwantradiustobeinfinite
/ /Here the Current Spring has a gold atom on each of its ends










Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GGs *
pow((AU_L / rad),2.0) *
pow((rad-SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);




Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GG *




//Here the Current Spring has a gold atom on one end and a silicon
//one onthe other










Energy+=(1.0/2.0) * k_GSs *
pow((AUSIBL/rad),2.0)*
pow((rad - SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);




Energy += (1.0/2.0) * k_GS * pow((GS_L / rad),2.0)
*pow((rad-SpringArray[ij.Length),2.0);
//NearestNeighbourEnergy
}//Here the Current Spring has a Silicon atom on each of its ends

























printf("DetermineEnergy has failed due to unknown








#include <dirent.h> IIDirectory Access for remove
II Coded By: ©Victor c. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645)
1***************************************************** ************************
This function takes the properly formatted input file and converts it to
an array of structures, these structures are defined in Atomlnfo.h, and
contain all of the relevent information about the Atom in question.
Systems both with and without gold are handled.
Inputs: char FileName(] - Name of the Input File
Output: AtomArray - pointer to the array of structures
(Le. thearrayofatoms)
*****************************************************************************1
void inputFileToArray (LatticeArray *Array, char FileName[],
intargCommand,char*argv(]){
FILE*in,*rec;





if(in==NULL){printf("Error: can't open file.\n"); exit(-l);}











Array->AtomArray = realloc(Array->AtomArray, Array->Arraylndex *
sizeof(Atom);
if (Array->AtomArray == NULL){
free(Array->AtomArray);
printf("Memory allocation failed while allocating for AtomArray.\n");
exit(-l);}
for(int i = 0; i<Array->Arraylndex; i++){






Array->AtomArray[i).AtomVirtual = (tmp[4j == 'r')? false:true;
}
} else if((argCommand == 11) II (argCommand == 12»){
//Goldand Silicon Lattice
if(argCommand==12){













if (Array->AtomArray == NULL) {free(Array->AtomArray);
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printf("Memory allocation failed while allocating for AtomArray.\n");
exit(-l);}
for(int i = 0; i<Array->Arraylndex; i++){






Array->AtomArray[i).AtomVirtual = (tmp[4) == 'r')? false:true;
}else{
printf("Usage::> InputFile OutputFile VisualizationOutputFile
SurfaceSpringConstant AmountToStretch NumberOfStretches SlinX SlinY





This function takes the current Array of Atoms and writes it to a file
Inputs: char FileName[) - Name of the Output File
struct Atom *AtomArray - Array of Atoms to be written
*****************************************************************************/






fprintf(Out, "Atom Number, X, Y, Atom Type\n");
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for(int i = 0; i< Array->Arraylndex; i++){
fprintf(Out, "%u,%If,%If,%c \n", Array->AtomArray[ij.AtomNumber,
Array->AtomArray[ij.Coords.x, Array->AtomArray[ij.Coords.y,
Array->AtomArray[ij.AtomType);

























This function creates a series of files that are used to Recover the
currently processed data in the event ofa Power Failure, System Crash,
Program timeout (ACENET limits the amount of time a program can run
to about a month, this allows you to bypass this time limit), or other
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such event. This sub-function saves the current BestArray once a new
one is found, thus perservingthe data.
*****************************************************************************/
void CrashPowerProtect(LatticeArray *Array, int argCommand,char * argv[]){
FILE *Out, *OSpr, *Consts, *Slopes, *SlopesAU, *fiIe, *file2, *CPTS;
Out = fopen("/globalscratch/vhayden/Sim1/CrashPowerDumpAtoms.csv", "w");
for(int i = 0; i< Array->Arraylndex; i++){





















Consts = fopen("<File Name Here>","w");






Slopes = fopen("<File Name Here>", "w");




SlopesAU = fopen("<File Name Here>", "w");




CPTS = fopen("<File Name Here>", "w");





CPTS = fopen("<File Name Here>", "w");
fprintf(CPTS, "%0.14If,%If\n", CPCurStr, CPTem);
fclose(CPTS);
void PowerCrashRecover(LatticeArray *Array){
FILE *in, *Slopes, *SlopesAU, *Constants;
intscan;
double PosX, PosY, slope;
in =fopen("<File Name Here>", "r");
for(int i = 0; i< Array->Arraylndex; i++){





Constants = fopen("<File Name Here>", "r");
scan = fscanf(Constants, ''%If,%If\n'', &CPCurStr, &CPTem);
fclose(Constants);
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Slopes = fopen("<File Name Here>", "r");





SlopesAU = fopen("<File Name Here>", "r");



















II Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645)
1*****************************************************************************
This function creates the output file names as the program will stretch
stepwise up to the maximum. Since the data has been processed anyway it
is best not to waste the already spent processing time so we can output




Output: '/Output/OutputJatlO_ll_4_1_000.csv for a 1.000 % stretch
(decimal has been replaced with underscore)
*****************************************************************************1
char* FileName (char *FileNameString, double StretchAmt){
charStretchAmtFile[10];
char *NewString= NULL;
NewString = (char *)malloc((strlen(FileNameString)+12)*sizeof(char));






fort int i = 2; NewString[i) != '\0'; i++){
if( NewString[i) == '.o) NewString[i) = '_';
strcat(NewString, ".csv");
if(NewString[O) !='.o){
fort int i = 0; NewString[i) != '\0'; i++){
NewString[i)= NewString[i+1];
fort int i = 0; NewString[i] != '\0'; i++){





Contained here are the various files for the LatticeArray Updater








II Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645)
void LatticeArrayUpdater(LatticeArray *Array, LatticeArray *cpy){
for(int i =0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++){
cpy->Slope[i] =Array->Slope[i];
for(int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
cpy->SlopeAU[i] =Array->SlopeAU[i];






Contained within are the functions associated with creating the various
arrays for the Simulated "Annealing" function located within SimAnn.c.
These functions are commented where necessary, however for the indexing of
the arrays, I would advise to try them by hand if it is not clear how
they work, as they contain both interger and modulus math.
*****************************************************************************1






#include <Iimits.h> IIAccess System number limits
#include "Common.h"
#include "dSFMT.h" IIPseudo-Random Number Generator
1*****************************************************************************
This function creates the lines required for the GoldLineMover algorithm
below, this only needs to be run once for each of the LatticeArrays that
you create. Element 0 of the created array for each line isthetotal
number of atoms in each line. Since the lines for even versus uneven
numbers of rows will not be the same, they are filled with -l's otherwise.
Access the AtomlnLine via ArrayName->AtomslnLine[LineNumberj[AtomNumber]
unsigned long int -> [0 -> 4294967295]
This function as well as the MinLinelnit use both integer and modulus math,




IITotal Number of Silicon, used to maintain that the atom numbers in
lithe gold array are in the same as the main LatticeArray Array
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Totalsi = Array->NAinX*(Array->NAinY);




fort int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[i] = malloc(((Array->LeverH / 3)+3) *
sizeof(unsigned long int));
//Initalizing Slope Array
for(int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
Array->slopeAU[i] = 0.0;
//Initalizing GoldAtomslnLine Array
fort int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
fort int j = 0; j < (Array->LeverH /3)+2; j++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[iJ(j] = -1;
//Number of Atoms in each columm
if(Array->LeverH %3 ==O){
for(int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[iJ(O] = (Array->LeverH /3);
}
)else if(Array->LeverH%3==1){
for(int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
if((i%3)==0){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[iJ(O] = (Array->LeverH /3)+1;
)
elseif(i%3==11Ii%3==2){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[iJ(O] = (Array->LeverH / 3);
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}elseif(Array->LeverH%3==2){
for(int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++){
if((i%3}==2){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[i][O] = (Array->LeverH /3);
}
elseif(i%3==11Ii%3==0){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[i][O] = (Array->LeverH /3}+1;
//Filling in the columms
fort int j = 0; j < 3*Array->AUinX; j+=3){
for( int i = 1; i <= Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][O]; i++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][ij = (i-1}* 3 * Array->AUinX
+ (j/3}+TotaISi;
}
fort int j = 1; j < 3*Array->AUinX; j+=3){
fort int i = 1; i <= Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][O]; i++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][i] = (i-1}* 3 * Array->AUinX
+ ((j-1)/3}+Array->AUinX+TotalSi;
fort intj =2;j<3*Array->AUinX;j+=3){
fort int i = 1; i <= Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][O]; i++){
Array->GoldAtomslnLine[j][i] = (i-1}* 3 * Array->AUinX
+ ((j-2}/3)+2*Array->AUinX+TotaISi;
}
if(true){NULL;} //GR645 Flag Line for GDB Does Nothing
void TmpGLine(LatticeArray *Array){
Array->ProxArr = malloc((3*Array->AUinX}*sizeof(GSA}};







forI int i = 0; i < 3*Array->AUinX; i++}{
CurGoldY = Array->AtomArray[Array->GoldAtomslnLine[ij[l]).Coords.x;
fort int j = 0; j < 2*Array->NAinX; j++}{
CurSilY = Array->AtomArray[Array->AtomslnLine[j] [l]).Coords.x;
if(CurSilY > CurGoldY}{break;}





Array->ProxArr[ij.PercentDiff = (CurGoldY - CurSiIY}/(SiBL I 2.0};
}
if(true){NULL;}IIGR645 Flag Line for GOB Does Nothing
}
1*****************************************************************************
This function creates the lines required for the LineMover algorithm below,
this only needs to be run once for each of the LatticeArrays that you
create. Element 0 of the created array for each line is the total number
of atoms in each line. Since the lines for even versus uneven numbers of
rows will not be the same, they are filled with -l's otherwise.
Access the AtomlnLine via ArrayName->AtomslnLine[LineNumberj[AtomNumber]
Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645}
*****************************************************************************1
void MinLinelnit(LatticeArray*Array){
IIAliocatingthe Arrays within the structure,
lIDO NOT FREE AT END OF FUNCTION
Array->Slope = (double*)malloc((2*Array->NAinX)*sizeof(double));
Array->AtomslnLine = malloc((2*Array->NAinX)*sizeof(unsigned long int*}};
forI int i = 0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++}{




for(int i = 0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++){
Array->slope[i) =0.0;
IllnitalizingAtomslnLineArray
for( int i = 0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++){
for( int j = 0; j < (Array->NAinY 12)+2; j++){
Array->AtomslnLine[i)[j) =-1;
IINumber of Atoms in each columm
if(Array->NAinY % 2 == O){
for(int i = 0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++){
Array->AtomslnLine[i)[O) = (Array->NAinY 12);
}
}elseif(Array->NAinY%2== 1){
for(int i = 0; i < 2*Array->NAinX; i++){
if((i%2)==0){
Array->AtomslnLine[illO) = (Array->NAinY 12);
}
elseif(i%2==I){




forI int i = 1; i <= Array->AtomslnLine[j][O); i++){
Array->AtomslnLine[j)[i) = (i-l)* 2 * Array->NAinX + (/2);
for( int j = 0; j < 2*Array->NAinX; j+=2){
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fort int i = 1; i <= Array->AtomslnLineUllO]; i++){
Array->AtomslnLineUlli] =((i-l)* 2 * Array->NAinX
+ ((j-l)/2))+Array->NAinX;
if ( j > 0) { Array->AtomslnLineUHi]++;}
if(true){NULL;} //GR645 Flag Line for GDB Does Nothing





This function is responsible for moving all of the GOLD minimization lines
bya random small amount Randomizes the Slopes of the lines, then
rotates them using a rotation matrix
VH
*****************************************************************************/
void GoldLineMover (LatticeArray *Array){
doubleSlope,x,y;









fort int j =1; j < 3*Array->AUinX; j++){
fort int h = 1; h <= Array->GoldAtomslnLineUllO]; h++){













if(true){NULL;} / /GR645 Flag Line for GOB Does Nothing
/*****************************************************************************
This function is responsible for moving all of the SILICON minimization
lines by a random small amount Randomizes the Slopes of the lines, then
rotates them using a rotation matrix
VH
*****************************************************************************/
void LineMover(LatticeArray *Array, uint32_t Seed){
dsfmt_tdsfmt;
double deg, x, y, Slope;
deg =-4.65e-8;
deg -= deg*((3000000.0 - CPTem)/3000000.0);
dsfmUnicgen_rand(&dsfmt, Seed); //Seed must be between 0 and 4294967295
fort int i = 1; i < 2*Array->NAinX-1; i++){
Slope = -(dsfmt_genrand_open_open(&dsfmt)-1.0)* deg;
fort int j = i; j < 2*Array->NAinX; j++){
Array->SlopeU] +=Slope;
Array->Slope[2*Array->NAinX -1] = Array->Slope[2*Array->NAinX -2]
+Array->Slope[l];
fort int j = 1; j < 2*Array->NAinX; j++){
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fort int h = 1; h <= Array->AtomslnLine[jj[O]; h++){
if(Array->AtomslnLine[j][h) == -1) {continue;}











if(true){NULL;} / /GR645 Flag Line for GOB Does Nothing
//Onlyneedtodothisifgold is present
if(Array->AUinX > O){
Gold Li neMove r(Array);
)
/*****************************************************************************
* The Algorithm as is does not allow for a large amount of motion in anything
* buttheforwarddirection,thereforeasa result, a check is made after
* every itterative movement such that if the top surface is longer than is
* possible under the current total amount of maximum stretch then the





double Top = 0.0;
int count =0;












printf("RejectAccept has Failed to Indetifytheatom .. Exiting\n");
exit(-l);}







II Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645)
1*****************************************************************************
This function rotates the Cantilever contained within Array by theta radian
degrees. Since computers have difficulty in handling vertical linesaswould
be created by the normal boundaries, infinite slope, a simple rotationby
90 degrees yields a cantilever that is vertical hence no more problems, just
keep in mind that everything is vertical so it maybe difficult to visualize.
*****************************************************************************1
void RotateEntireCantilever(LatticeArray *Array, double Theta){
double x,y;
for(int i = 0; i < Array->Arraylndex; i++){
x = (Array->AtomArray[i].Coords.x * cos(Theta))
+ (Array->AtomArray[i].Coords.y * sin(Theta));
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y =(-Array->AtomArray[i].Coords.x * sin(Theta))





Modified Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm for Simulated Annealing
First off, this is not "Annealing" in the strictest form of the word. But
is however a computational analog to the process of Annealing. It allows
the system to explore regions that would be otherwise forbidden under the
normal minimization scheme. With most methods the object is to minimize
the function analytically until a minima is found. However this found
minimum will be a local minimum not necessarily the Global minima. So
inorder to avoid the possibility of getting stuck in a local minima, a
shallow one anyway, we can use this well documented method to find
a best minima for the system.
So the algorithm works like this, for each value of the control parameter
T we are going to select a pseudo-random collection of atomic movements
and calculate their collective lattice energy for each configuration.
This energy is to be compared to two other energies, these being the
current best and the current good energies. The current best energy is
the configuration with the lowest lattice energy overall thus far.
The current good energy is the configuration that is not the lowest but
has been accepted by the algorithm. This is howthis algorithm allows for
so called uphill motion in the energy, or it allows the system to move
to an higher energy state thus maybe getting out of a local minima and
then it continues the minimization. In order to tell if this good
energy will be accepted or not we do a comparison between the
AcceProb =exp(-(TempCurrent - Current)/T)
and a randomly choosen value between 0 and 1 if the random number is less
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that AcceProb then take it as being the good energy otherwise continue.







#include <Iimits.h> IIAccess System number limits
#include "Common.h"
#include"dSFMT.h"
IIdouble SIMD Fast Merseene Twister (Very Good random number generator, gives
lIvery good quality Random Numbers)
IICheckout documentation on pseudo random numbers to see why this is important
#define MAXJTS 100000 IIMax iterations per temperature
#define MIN_ITS 750 IIMin iterations per temperature
#define MAX_T 3000000 IIMax value of Control Parameter
#define MIN_T 2000000 IIMin value of Control Parameter
#define MaxTemplter 200 IIMax Number of Temperature iterations
IISub-function for moving Atoms
extern void LineMover (LatticeArray *Array, uint32_t Seed);
1***************************************************** ************************
Run the Simulated "Annealing" Algorithm
Variables explained where required
*****************************************************************************1
void RunSimAnn (LatticeArray *Array, LatticeArray * BestArray,
LatticeArray *CurrentArray, LatticeArray *SpaceArray,
intargCommand,char*argv[]){
dsfmt_t dsfmt; IIError Variable
uint32_t Seed;llunsigned 32 bit integer, Random Seed Value for DSFMT
IIEnergies, Best, Quasi-best, and current working
double CurBest, Current, TempCurrent;
double T; IICurrent Value of the Control Variable
double AcceProb; IIAcceptance Probability
int TriedSoln =0; IINumber of tried Solutions
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FILE *Out;//DEBUG
/ /Randomize Seed based on Time, only time this happens, otherwise Seed is
//determined from a random from the previous seed
srand(time(NULL));
Seed = (rand() % UINT_MAX);
//dSFMTlnitializer
dsfmUnit_gen_rand(&dsfmt, Seed); //Seed must be between 0 and 4294967295
//Determining Initial Values for Energies
CurBest = Current = DetermineEnergy(CurrentArray);//Starting lattice Energy
//RandomizingSeedValue






fort int Tindex = 0; Tindex < MaxTemplter; Tindex++){
fort int iter = 0; iter < MAX_ITS; iter++){
LatticeArrayUpdater(CurrentArray, SpaceArray);
LineMover(SpaceArray, Seed);
/ /New Random seed created for each iteration
Seed = dsfmt_genrand_open_open(&dsfmt) * UINT_MAX;
TempCurrent = DetermineEnergy(SpaceArray);
//ifthetemp current energy is lowerthatthecurrent
//good energy sofarthen accept as is





//ifthe current energy is lower that the best so far then accept
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AcceProb = exp(-(TempCurrent - Current)/T);






//Stop Criteria/ Check to break early
if (TriedSoln > 1e4) {
TriedSoln = 0;
break;
//Checkfor Restart if the energy is very different then restart
//ata better position






//Mod the control Parameter, 2 options Simple and Exponential Cooling 5ched
T *= 0.85;//Simple Cooling Schedule 1
CPTem = T;//Crash Protect Tempterature
TUpdaterO;//Update the Crash Protect File





IICopy the Best Array configuration found into F_Array








II Coded By: ©Victor c. Hayden (FLAG IIGR645)
1*****************************************************************************
This function creates the spring lattice that is used for the determine
energy function. The created lattice is that of nearest and next nearest














if (SpringArray != NULL){free(SpringArray); SpringArray = NULL;}
for(int i = 0; i < (Array->Arraylndex); i++){











(Array->RBound.NumAtomslnBound + 1) * sizeof(unsigned long int));
Array->RBound.AtomslnBound[Array->RBound.NumAtomslnBound] = i;
Array->RBound.NumAtomslnBound += 1;
//Here it is not necessary to got though the entire array
for(intj = i+1; (j < i + 2.2 * Array->NAinX) &&
(j<Array->Arraylndex);j++){





//Herewe handle each of the possible cases
if (Array->AtomArray[i].AtomType == Array->AtomArray[j].AtomType){
if(Array->AtomArray[ij.AtomType == 'S'){
if (rad <= (1.7S*SS_L)){
SpringArray= (Spring *)realloc(SpringArray,
(Array->NumberSprings+1)*sizeof(Spring));











//Which of the springs are onthe surface






















//Which of the springs are onthe surface









if (rad <= (1.75*GS_L)}{
SpringArray= (Spring*)realloc(SpringArray,
(Array->NumberSprings+1)*sizeof(Spring));










if ((Array->AtomArray[Array->Arraylndex -lj.AtomType == 'G')&&
(Array->AtomArray[Array->Arraylndex -2].AtomType == 'G')}{
Array->SurfaceBLength= AU_L;
}
else if ((Array->AtomArray[Array->Arraylndex -lj.AtomType == 'S')&&
(Array->AtomArray[Array->Arraylndex -2j.AtomType == 'S')}{
Array->SurfaceBLength= SiBL;
Array->RBound.AtomslnBound = realloc(Array->RBound.AtomslnBound,




//Settingthe last of the Spring values




fort int i = 0; i <= Array->RBound.NumAtomslnBound; i++) {
Array->AtomArray[Array->RBound.AtomslnBound[i]].AtomBound = true;
Array->AtomArray[Array->RBound.AtomslnBound[ijj.First = false;
void SurfaceSpringAssignment(LatticeArray *Array, int NumSur){




for(int i = 0; i < Array->NumberSprings; i++){
if((fabs(Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atom1j.Coords.x -
Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atom2j.Coords.x) < 1e-6)&&
(Array->AtomArray[SpringArray[ij.Atom 1j.AtomSB == '5')&&








Contained here are most of the custom datatypes that are used in this
program with an explanation of what each varible inside the structure is.
Coded By: ©Victor C. Hayden (FLAG / /GR645)
*****************************************************************************/
#include <stdbool.h>
//20 point to avoid 2d arrays or 2* indexing
typedefstruct {doublex,y;}Point;





//Everything that an atom needs to know about itself
typedefstruct{
unsigned long int AtomNumber; //Atom Number
PointCoords; //Location in Real Space
charAtomSB;//SurfaceVSBulk
char AtomType; //Si VS Au
bool AtomBound; //Atom In Boundary
bool First;//Firstintherow?
booIAtomVirtual; //Is the Atom Real, Virtual Atoms ONE
}Atom;
//Everythingthat an Spring needs to know about itself
typedefstruct{
unsigned long int Atom1; //Which atoms it this spring connected too
unsigned longintAtom2;
double Length; //Natural spring length
bool NNN; //Next Nearest Neighbour? (to know the correct spring constant)




unsigned long int NumAtomslnBound; //Number of Atoms in the Boundary
unsigned long int *AtomslnBound; //Which atoms are in the boundary
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}Bound;





IIThis is the main datatype and contains all info about the lattice
typedefstruct{
unsigned long int NumberSprings;//How many Springs are in the lattice
unsigned long int SSpring; IIHow many surface Springs are there
unsigned long int Arraylndex; IINumber of Atoms in the Array
unsigned long int NAinX; IINumber of Silicon Atoms in X
unsigned long int AUinX; IINumber of Gold Atoms in X
unsigned long int NAinY; IITotal Number of rows of atoms
unsigned long int leverH; IINumber of rows of gold
unsigned long int NumberSurfaceAtoms; IITotal Number of Surface Atoms
double SurfaceBlength; IIDesired Surface bond length
Atom *AtomArray; IIArray of Atoms (Atom defined above)
Bound RBound; IIRight Boundary
Bound lBound; Illeft Boundary














IISlopes of the Gold minimization lines
IIAtoms in each silicon minimization lines
IIAtoms in each Gold minimization lines
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public void setlndex(long I){
Ind=l;
}
public void setX(double x){
X=x;


















private boolean Bound = false;
MyCustomFilter.java
importjava.io.File;
public class MyCustomFilter extends javax.swingJilechooser.FileFilter {
@Override
public boolean accept(Filefile) {
/ / Allow only directories, or files with ".csv" extension
return file.isDirectoryO II file.getAbsolutePathO.endsWith(".csv");
}
@Override
public String getDescriptionO {
return "Cantilever Lattice Files (*.csv)";
SAfilter.java
importjava.io.File;
public class SAfilter extendsjavax.swingJilechooser.FileFilter{
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@Override
public boolean accept(Filefile) {
/ / Allow only directories, or files with" .jpg" extension
















public LatticePlot(String title, Atom[] AtomArray,int AUinX, int AUinY
,int NAinX,int NAinY, Color Silicon, Color Gold, boolean DisSurLine,
boolean DisSubLine, double SurAmp, double SurFreq, double SubAmp,
double SubFreq, double Height, double Length, boolean ZG) {
JFrameframe=newJFrame(title);
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.HIDE_ON_CLOSE);








Gol = new double[2][RGOL];
intSilCount =0;
int GolCount = 0;

















Gol = new double[2][RGOL];
intSiICount=O;
int GolCount = 0;

















int plotSil = 6*NAinX + 2*NAinY - 12;
Sil= newdouble[2][plotSil];
Gol = new double[2][RGOL];
intSiICount=O;
int GolCount = 0;




if(AtomArray[i].getSG()=='S'&& ((i < 3*NAinX) II





























NumberAxis xAxis = new NumberAxis("X");
xAxis.setAutoRangelnciudesZero(false);
xAxis.setStandardTickUnits(NumberAxis.createlntegerTickUnits());


















private void VirtCounts(Atom[] Atoms){
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public LatticePlotFromBackup(String title, Atom[] AtomArray,int AUinX,
int AUinY,int NAinX,int NAinY, Color Silicon, Color Gold,
boolean DisSurLine, boolean DisSubLine, double SurAmp,
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double SurFreq, doubleSubAmp, double SubFreq,
double Height, double Length) {
JFrameframe=newJFrame(title);
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.HIDE_ON_CLOSE);
DefaultXYDataset datasetl = new DefaultXYDataset();
Total = NAinX*NAinY+AUinX*AUinY;
VirtCounts(AtomArray);
double[][j Sil = newdouble[2][RSILj;
double[][j Gol = new double[2][RGOL);
intSilCount =0;
int GolCount = 0;




















































private void VirtCounts(Atom[] Atoms){


























public InputLatticeViz(string[J[] Silicon Lattice, string[J[] GoldLattice,
int NAinX, int NAinY, int AUinY, int AUinX){
XyseriesCollection dataset = new XyseriesColiectionO;
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XYSeries Silicon = new XYSeries("Silicon"};
XYSeriesGold = newXYSeries("Gold");
if(AUinX > 0 && AUinY > O}{







































public class MainWindow extends javax.swing.JFrame {






HoleSelect = new javax.swing.ButtonGroup();
OpenLatticeFile= newjavax.swing.JFileChooser();
SAFileChooser = new javax.swing.JFileChooser();
VizOutFile = new javax.swing.JFileChooser();
buttonGroup1 = new javax.swing.ButtonGroup();
SaveVizOut = new javax.swing.JFileChooser();
SiliconColourChange = new javax.swing.JColorChooser();
GoldColourChanger = new javax.swing.JColorChooser();
buttonGroup2 = new javax.swing.ButtonGroup();
buttonGroup3 = new javax.swing.ButtonGroup();
jPanel1= newjavax.swing.JPanel();
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OpenLat = new javax.swing.JButtonO;
MkANscr = new javax.swing.JButtonO;
QuiT = new javax.swing.JButtonO;
OpenLatCheck = new javax.swing.JCheckBoxO;
jSeparatorl = new javax.swing.JSeparatorO;
SeISaveLoc=newjavax.swing.JButtonO;
SaveLatCheck = new javax.swing.JCheckBoxO;
jSeparator2 = new javax.swing.JSeparatorO;
VizlnLat = new javax.swing.JButtonO;
jPaneI2=newjavax.swing.JPaneIO;
ReSeT = new javax.swing.JButtonO;
jPaneI4=newjavax.swing.JPaneIO;
SimName = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO;
SimNumber = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO;
jLabeI6=newjavax.swing.JLabeIO;
jLabeI7=newjavax.swing.JLabeIO;









InputFileNameDisplay = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO;
jLabellO=newjavax.swing.JLabeIO;
DisplayOutName = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO;
jLabel17= newjavax.swing.JLabeIO;







SurSprConst = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO;
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MaxStretch=newjavax.swing.JTextField();













NAinX = new javax.swing.JTextField();
jLabelll= newjavax.swing.JLabel();
NAinY = new javax.swing.JTextField();
jLabel13= newjavax.swing.JLabel();
AUinY=newjavax.swing.JTextField();
AUinX = new javax.swing.JTextField();
jLabel12= newjavax.swing.JLabel();
MkNLat = new javax.swing.JButton();
jSeparator3= newjavax.swing.JSeparator();
jPanel13=newjavax.swing.JPanel();
SelVizOut = new javax.swing.JButton();
jPaneI1S=newjavax.swing.JPanel();
CompRun = new javax.swing.JRadioButton();
VizBack=newjavax.swing.JRadioButton();
VizOutLat = new javax.swing.JButton();
SavOutLatViz=newjavax.swing.JButton();
DisSubLine = new javax.swing.JCheckBox();
DisSurLine= newjavax.swing.JCheckBox();
ZoomGoldLat = new javax.swing.JButton();
SavOutLatVizZoomGold = new javax.swing.JButton();
jPaneI14=newjavax.swing.JPanel();
AppSurRough = new javax.swing.JButton();




RunOnOther = new javax.swing.JButton();




ChangeSilColour = new javax.swing.JButton();
ChangeGoldColour = new javax.swing.JButton();
SiliconColorField = new javax.swing.JPanel();




UNAME = new javax.swing.JTextField();
UPASS = new javax.swing.JPasswordField();
jLabel3= newjavax.swing.JLabel();
SACE = new javax.swing.JRadioButton();









































SaveLatCheck.setFont(new java.awt.Font("DejaVu Sans", 0, 31));
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jSeparator2.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createEtchedBorder());
VizlnLat.setText("Visualize Current Input Lattice");
VizlnLat.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO {






























































jPaneI2.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createTitledBorder("New Lattice or Modifiy
Current:"));
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ReSeT.setText("Create New Modified Lattice (Reset Based on Current Lattice)");
ReSeT.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() {






























Email.setText( ..XX@MAIL.com .. );
jLabeI8.setText("E-MaiIAddress:");






































.addComponent(Si mNumber, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PRE FERRED_SIZE,







javax.swing.GroupLayout. DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.G roupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE)
.addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.UNRELATED)
.addComponent(Update_ACEN ET_Script)





ACENET_Script_Field.setText("#$ -S /bin/bash\n#$ -cwd\n#$ -N <NAME>\n#$ -j y\n#$-o
<NAME>.out\n#$ -I h_vmem=S120M\n#$ -I h_rt=720:00:00\n#$ -m eas\n#$-M
<EMAIL>\n./Sim '/lnput/Lat<NAinX>_<NAinY>_<GoldY>_<GoldX>_<NAME>.csv ./Output/o_
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./b_ <SurfaceSpringConst> <MaxStretch> <NumberStretch> <NAinX> <NAinY> <AUinY>
<AUinX> <Recovery?>");
jScroIiPanel.setViewportView(ACENET_ScriptJield);

















































































jLabeI14.setText("Surface Spring Constant (le9):");
jLabeI15.setText("MaximumStretch:");
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.addComponent(Su rFreq, javax.swing.G roupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE,








































jLabeI11.setText("Silicon Atoms in Y:");
NAinY.setText("O");
jLabel13.setText("Gold Atoms in Y:");
AUinY.setText("O");
AUinX.setText("O");
jLabeI12.setText("Gold Atoms in X:");
MkNLat.setText("Make New Lattice");
MkNLat.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() {





























































.addCom ponent(AU inX, javax.swing.GroupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE,
javax.swing.GroupLayout. DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.G rou pLayout. PREFERRE D_SIZE))
.addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED)
.addComponent(jSeparator3, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE,
















































































.addCom ponent(jPaneI15, javax.swing.G rou pLayout. PREFE RRED_SIZE,
























javax.swing.G rou pLayout. DE FAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout. PRE FERRED_SIZE)
.addGroup(jPanel13Layout.createSequentiaIGroup()



































javax.swing.G roupLayout.DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.G roupLayout.D EFAU LT_SIZE,
Short.MAX_VALUE)
.addComponent(AppSubRough, javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING,



































































































































.addComponent(GoldColorField, j avax.swing.G roupLayout.DEFAU LT_SIZE,
javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE)























































SaveCurLat.setText("Save Current Lattice to Selected File");
SaveCurLat.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() {






















javax.swing.G rou pLayout.DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.G rou pLayout.D EFAULT_SIZE,
Short.MAX_VALUE)






























.addCom ponent(jPanel13, j avax.swing.G rou pLayout. PREFE RRED_SIZE,
javax.swing.G rou pLayout. DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE)
.addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED)
.addComponent(jPaneI3, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE,





















.addCom ponent(j Panel1, javax.swing.G rou pLayout.PRE FERRED_SIZE,





.addCom ponent(j Panel4, javax.swing.G rou pLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE,
javax.swing.G rou pLayout. DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE)
.addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED)




.addComponent(j Panel9, javax.swing.GroupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE,
javax.swing.G rou pLayout. DEFAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.G rou pLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE)
.addCom ponent(j Panel14, javax.swing.Grou pLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE,






javax.swi ng.G rou pLayout. DE FAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE)
.addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED)
.addCom ponent(j Panel7, javax.swing.G roupLayout.PRE FERRED_SIZE,
javax.swing.G rou pLayout. DE FAU LT_SIZE, javax.swing.G roupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE)))
.addGap(2, 2, 2)




.addComponent(j Panel3, javax.swi ng.GroupLayout. PREFERRED_SIZE,
















private void Update_ACENET_ScriptActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)
U/GEN-FIRST:event_Update_ACENET_ScriptActionPerformed
ACENET_ScriptJield.setText("#$ -S /bin/bash\n#$ -cwd\n#$-N
"+SimName.getText()+"\n#$ -j y\n#$ -0 "+SimName.getText()+".out\n#$-1





"+MaxStretch.getText()+" "+NumSteps.getText()+" "+NAinX.getText()+" "+NAinY.getText()+"
"+AUinY.getText()+" "+AUinX.getText()+"\n");
if(Recov.isSelected()){
ACENET_ScriptJield.setText("#$ -S /bin/bash\n#$ -cwd\n#$-N
"+SimName.getText()+"\n#$ -j y\n#$ -0 "+SimName.getText()+".out\n#$-1














private void OpenLatActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_OpenLatActionPerformed
int returnVal = OpenLatticeFile.showOpenDialog(this};
if (returnVal == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) {
InputFileNameDisplay.setText(OpenLatticeFile.getSelectedFile(}.getName());
OpenLatCheck.setSelected(true);
String str = OpenLatticeFile.getSelectedFileO.getNameO;







String [j command = new String[]{"mkdir","'/Scratch/Sim"+SimNumber.getText()};
Process chi = Runtime.getRuntimeO.exec(command);













ProgressBar.setstring("File access cancelled by user.");
}
}//GEN-LAsT:event_OpenLatActionPerformed












private void selsaveLocActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRsT:event_selsaveLocActionPerformed
int returnVal = sAFileChooser.showsaveDialog(this);
if (returnVal == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) {
saveLatCheck.setselected(true);
}else{
































private void MkNLatActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_MkNLatActionPerformed






command = new String[]{"'/GeneratorAUSI" ,NAinX.getText(), Double.toString(layer),
AUinY.getText(), "Lat.csv"};
Process chi = Runtime.getRuntimeO.exec(command);
InputStreamin=chLgetlnputStreamO;
String CommandOut = convertStreamToString(in);
String [] Oline = CommandOut.split(",");
Oline[4] = Oline[4].replaceAII("\\n", "");
AUinX.setText(Oline[4]);
command = new String[]{"mkdir","'/Scratch/Sim"+SimNumber.getText()};
chi = Runtime.getRuntimeO.exec(command);










command = new String[]{"./Generator" ,NAinX.getTextO, NAinY.getTextO, "Lat.csv"};
Process chi = Runtime.getRuntimeO.exec(command);













private void VizlnLatActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_VizlnLatActionPerformed





private void AppSurRoughActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_AppSurRoughActionPerformed
if(Lattice.length<l){




private void AppSubRoughActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_AppSubRoughActionPerformed
if(Lattice.length<l){




private void SeIVizOutActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_SeIVizOutActionPerformed
int returnVal =VizOutFile.showOpenDialog(this);
if (returnVal == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) {
}else{




private void ChangeSiIColourActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) (//GEN-
FIRST:evenCChangeSilColourActionPerformed
try{






private void ChangeGoldColourActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) (//GEN-
FIRST:event_ChangeGoldColourActionPerformed
try{














private void SavOutLatVizActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) (//GEN-
FIRST:event_SavOutLatVizActionPerformed
int returnVal = SaveVizOut.showOpenDialog(this);





} catch (Exception e) {
ProgressBar.setString("Problem occurred creating chart.");
}else{
ProgressBar.setString("File access cancelled by user.");
}
}//GEN-LAST:event_SavOutLatVizActionPerformed
private void RunOnLocaIActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_RunOnLocaIActionPerformed
/ / TODO add your handling code here:
}//GEN-LAST:event_RunOnLocaIActionPerformed










String [] command =new String[]{"sh" ,"SimTrans"+SimNumber.getText()+".sh"};
Process chi =Runtime.getRuntime().exec(command);



































_"+SimName.getText()+".csv '/Output/o_ ./b_ "+SurSprConst.getText()+"






out.write("spawn ssh "+UNAME.getTextO+"@"+Serv+" \"\n");
out.write("cd Sim"+SimNumber.getTextO+";\n");
221
out.write("gcc -std=c99 -ggdb -1m -0 Sim *.c -march=core2 -mtune=core2;\n");
out.write("mv '/Sim ./Compiled/Sim;\n");
out.write("cdCompiled/;\n");



















FileReader fr = new FileReader(" ./CFiles/ACENETFilelnOut.c"};







s=splitString[O) + UNAME.getText() + splitString[l);
splitString= s.split("<SimName>");









) catch (IOException e){

































out.write("zip -9 Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+".zip Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+"/\n");
out.write("zip -9 Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+".zip Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+"/*\n");
out.write("zip -9 Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+".zip Sim"+SimNumber.getText()+"/*/*\n");














































String [J command =new String[]{"sh" ,"SimTrans"+SimNumber.getText(}+".sh"};
Process chi =Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command);
command = new String[]{"rm","SimTrans"+SimNumber.getText(}+".sh"};
chi = Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command};
WriteUpLoadScript(};
command =new String[]{"expect" ,"SimUp"+SimNumber.getText(}+".exp"};
chi =Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command);
command =new String[]{"rm","SimUp"+SimNumber.getText(}+" .exp"};
chi =Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command);
WriteSubJob(LocaIServer);
command =new String[]{"expect" ,"SimSub"+SimNumber.getText(}+" .exp"};
chi = Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command};
command =new String[]{"rm","SimSub"+SimNumber.getText(}+" .exp"};
chi =Runtime.getRuntime(}.exec(command};












































private void SavOutLatVizZoomGoldActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)
{//GEN-FIRST:event_SavOutLatVizZoomGoldActionPerformed
int returnVal = SaveVizOut.showOpenDialog(this);




} catch (Exception e) {
ProgressBar.setString("Problem occurred creating chart.");
}else{
ProgressBar.setString("File access cancelled by user.");
}
}//GEN-LAST:event_SavOutLatVizZoomGoldActionPerformed
private void ZoomGoldLatActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-
FIRST:event_ZoomGoldLatActionPerformed
ReadlnFromBackup();




























} catch (IOException ex) {
ProgressBar.setString("File access error.");
}else{ProgressBar.setString("Error: ReadlnFromBackup Viz Radio group not working");}








Lattice = new Atom[total);
int i =0;
try{


















if((Double.parseDouble(nextLine[l]»siliconLength) && (nextLine[4].charAt(O) ==
'S')){









} catch (IOException ex) {
ProgressBar.setstring("File access error.");





private static <T>T[] concat(T[] a, T[] b) {
finalintalen=a.length;







finalT[] result = (T[))java.lang.reflect.Array.





int total = getGoldinX() * getGoldinY() + getSilinX() * getSilinY();

















private void SubstrateCoSineRemoverO{//fix boundaries and mixing
int total = getGoldinXO * getGoldinYO + getSilinXO * getSilinYO;



































filename = SAFileChooser.getSelectedFile() + "/Subm.sh";
}else{
filename = "J/Scratch/Subm.sh";








public String convertStreamToString(lnputStream is) throws IOException {
/*
* To convert the InputStream to String we use the
* Reader.read(char[] buffer) method. We iterate until the
* Reader return -1 which means there's no more data to




char[] buffer = newchar[1024);
try{













































* @param args the command line arguments
*/
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public static void main(Stringargs[)) {
setLookAndFeelO;
java.awt.EventQueue.invokeLater(newRunnableO{





private double TotalNumberAtoms = 0.0;
private double GoldLength = 0.0;
private double GoldSurfaceHeight = 0.0;
private double Silicon Length =0.0;
private double SiliconSubHeight = 0.0;
private String LocalServer= "baskes.physics.mun.ca";
private String ACENETServer = "placentia.ace-net.ca"; Iladd 3 if they break head node
placentia3.ace-net.ca
private Color SiliconColor = Color.BLACK;
private Color GoldColor = Color. RED;
private Atom[] Lattice = new Atom[O];
public LatticePlotdemo;
public LatticePlot ZoomGoldLatPlot;













































































































/ / End of variables declaration//GEN-END:variables
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#define VAu (sqrt( pow(4.08,2)*3.0) ) / 3.0










long int NAinX, NAinY, GoldThiekness, AuinX, TotalAtoms, Atomlndex;








TLength = (NAinX-1) * SiBL;
AuinX = (long int) ((TLength/HAu)+O.S);
TLength = TLength - AuinX * GoldLattieeSep;
GoldLatticeSep += TLength / AuinX;
AuinX++;
TotalAtoms = NAinX * (NAinY - GoldThiekness) + (AuinX)*GoldThiekness;
Array = (Atom *) malloe( TotalAtoms * sizeof(Atom));
for(int j = 0; j < (NAinY - GoldThiekness); j++){
for(int i = 0; i < NAinX; i++){
if(j%2==0){
Array[Atomlndex].x = (SiBL /2.0) + i * SiBL;













for(int j = 0; j< GoldThickness; j++){
for (int i = 0; i < AuinX; i++){
Array[Atomlndex).x =( j % 3 )*GoldLattice5ep / 3.0 + i * GoldLattice5ep;









for(int i = 0; i< Atomlndex; i++){
fprintf(Out,"%u,%lf,%lf,%c,%c,r\n", i+l, Array[i].x,
Array[i).y, Array[i).5B, Array[i].5iIGold);
}
fclose(Out);
free(Array);
return 0;
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